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1 - GUN ANNUALS
Three gun annuals - Shooters Bible 1968, Guns & Ammo
1969 & 72. GC

CATALOGUE 55

2 - WEBBING LOT
US type green canvas belt most likely Vietnam era, plus two
plastic water bottles in carriers. M1 carbine magazine pouch
and small canvas webbing field pack. FC
3 - THREE GUN BOOKS
Two hard cover, European Historical Weapons, Guns of the
Empire and one bound copy of Handguns and Police in NZ.
VGC

18 - SMLE NO4 RIFLE
NZ Military Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver marked NO4 MKI* Long branch
1942. The wrist marked NZ & twin numbers. Metalwork
with most overall original blued finish. GC original woodwork with alloy base plate and sling. GWO&C ALR
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4 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Small Arms by Martin J Dougherty and Illustrated History of
Firearms. Both in hardcover format. VGC
5 - S&W SPEEDLOADERS
Bag lot containing seven Model 10 HKS speedloaders for 6
shot .38 revolvers. ExC

19 - SMLE BAG LOT
Bag lot containing 11 stripper clips, canvas sling, magazine
body and 1942 dated action cover. VGC
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20 - SMLE BAG LOT
Bag lot containing 11 stripper clips, canvas sling, two butt
plates and a 1942 dated action cover. VGC

6 - DAN WESSON REVOLVER PARTS
Bag lot containing a parts kits for Dan Wesson small frame,
one piece Dan Wesson rubberised grips, one 3”.38 special
barrel and one 2”.357 barrel. VGC

21- SMLE BAG LOT
Bandolier containing approx 80R of 303 in chargers, plus a
spike bayonet without scabbard and Kahki Military marked
rifle scabbard. VGC ALR

7 - 308 BELT LINK
Bag lot weighing 2kg of .308 steel disintergrating link. GC

22 - ASSORTED .303 LOT
Fourteen stripper clips for the SMLE rifle plus a butt stock
with brass plate and swivel and approx 50R of various Military 303 ammunition. VGC

8 - 223 BELT LINK
Similar to previous lot but 2.4kg of .223 link. GC
9 - 12G BRASS CASES
50x12g CBC brand brass shotgun cases in original packets.
ExC
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23 - NAGANT RIFLE
Soviet pre WWII Mosin Nagant M91/30 rifle. 30” 7.62x54R
cal barrel with original sights. Chamber is marked with 1929
date and Tula arsenal mark receiver is earlier hexagonal
profile. Visible serial numbers are matching. Metalwork has
near all arsenal blued finish. VGC woodwork. ExWO&C
ALR

10 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES AND SLING
Two US M1 carbine 15 shot magazines with near all blue
finish. Sling is olive green colour. ExC
11 - MILLS GRENADE
Inert British WWII period NO 36M MK1 hand grenade. The
side is marked MP and the base MP 4-41 NO 36M MKI.
Dark original patina. ExC NLR
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12 - FLASH BANGS
Two inert flash bang distraction grenades. Includes handles
and rings. GC NLR
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13 - ASSORTED MILITARY NZ WEBBING
Bag lot containing a MKI Ammunition canvas pouch with
belt and shoulder straps, a cartridge carrier 1937 pattern and
a canvas belt. VGC

16 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military WWII SMLE. 20½” .303 cal barrel with
flash hider and bayonet lug. The receiver marked NO5
MK1 and the wrist 1945 ENGLAND. Metalwork has most
original Military black enamel finish thinning on the barrels.
VGC woodwork complete with sling. G-VGWO&C ALR

24 - NAGANT CARBINE
Polish Military M1944 Mosin Nagant carbine. 21” 7.62x54R
cal barrel with original sights and side folding bayonet. The
chamber dated 1952 and has Radom arsenal mark. All visible serial numbers are matching. Metalwork retains near all
original blue. ExC original wood stock with much darker
colour than the usual light wood encoutered on this model.
ExWO&C ALR
25 - K31 CARBINE
Swiss Schmidt Ruber straight pull bolt action Military rifle.
26” 7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights, stacking hook and
bayonet lug. The receiver with Swiss Cross and non matching number bolt. Metalwork has most dulling original blue.
GC woodwork complete with sling. GWO&C ALR

14 - SMLE NO4 RIFLE
British Military Lee Enfield rifle. 25”.303 cal barrel with
original sights. The receiver marked US Property S No4
MKI* (Savage lend lease). Bolt and receiver are matching
number. Metalwork retains near all original parkerised finish. ExC original woodwork with brass butt plate and swivels. ExWO&C ALR
15 - AUSTRALIAN WWI SMLE RIFLE
A seldom seen WWI period Australian Military Lee Enfield
rifle. 25”.303 cal barrel with original sights. The chamber is
marked D arrow D and with Lithgow logo. The wrist is also
marked with the early Lithgow logo and 1918 date. Bolt and
receiver are matching numbers. Metalwork has most original
blue finish thinning on the edges. ExC original wood stock
complete with brass disc and swivels. ExWO&C ALR

17 - LONG TOM RIFLE
NZ Military Lee Enfield No1* rifle. 30”.303 cal barrel
marked Motty Special and BSA logo with original sights.
The receiver with dust cover and the wrist marked Crown/
VR Enfield 1900 LE I*. Metalwork with dark patina turning grey and some pin pricking. GC woodwork with NZ
marked butt plate and complete with swivels and magazine.
GWO&C ALR
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26 - K11 CARBINE
Swiss Schmidt Ruben straight pull bolt action rifle. 24”
7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and stacking hook. The receiver with ordnance marks. Metalwork has
most dulling original blue. VGC woodwork complete with
sling. Missing the magazine. GWO&C ALR
27 - NAGANT ACCESSORY LOT
Three pebble grain ammo/cleaning twin cell pouches, circa
1960’s, plus an oil bottle and cleaning tool and stripper clips.
91/30 bayonet and sling. VGC
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Photographs not necessarily to scale

28 - 7.5 SWISS BRASS
Bag lot for the Schmidt Ruben rifles containing approx 100
unprimed new brass and five magazine chargers. ExC
29 - VZ 52 & 57 ACCESORIES
Six scarce stripper clips for the 7.62x45 cal VZ 52 rifle, plus
five for the 52/57 rifle and two webbing and leather slings
which are like new and fit the VZ 52, 57 &58 rifle. GC
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30 - P38 PISTOL
WWII German semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, the slide
with original sights and marked P38 cyq (Spreewerke) 88
Waffen-amt and the same is on the frame. Metalwork has
typical late war machine marks and near all its blue. ExC
brown bakelite grips and original P38 marked magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR

40 - ARISAKA TYPE 38 RIFLE
Imperial Japanese WWII period bolt action rifle. 32” 6.5
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver
with Chrysanthemum and character 38 marking. The side
has the Kokura arsenal mark and second type safety. Metalwork has most original blue. VGC original woodwork complete with sweivels and butt plate. VGWO&C ALR
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31 - MAUSER HSC PISTOL
WWII Nazi German semi automatic pistol. 3¼” .32acp cal
barrel, the slide with integral sights and marked with the
Mauser banner logo, Obendorf address and Mod HSC etc.
The triggerguard is Nazi Waffen-amt marked. Metalwork
has most dulling original finish with holster wear to the edges Slight pinpricking to the slide of two areas. VGC original
wooden grips. VGWO&C CLR

41 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE
WWII German bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug and Waffen amt mark as well
as faint post war German proofs. The chamber is marked
d o u 44 (Czech Bystrica plant 1944) as well as Waffenamt marks. Metalwork has most thinning original blue. ExC
original laminated stock and includes cleaning rod. All visible numbers are matching and a nice example of a non Soviet capture/refinish K98. ExWO&C ALR
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32 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
WWII period commercial Walther semi auto pistol. 3¾”
.32acp cal barrel. The slide with fixed sights and marked
with Walther banner logo, Zella Mehlis address cal 7.65m/m
Mod PP. The barrel and slide are marked with the Nazi
Commercial proof. Metalwork retains near all original blue.
VGC original grips and includes original magazine. The
majority of Wartime commercial PP and PPKs were Officers private purchase pistols. ExWO&C CLR

42 - ISREALI K98 CARBINE
A Czech made K98 converted to .308 cal for the Isreali
Military. 24” barrel with original sights and bayonet lug the
chamber is marked with the Czech Lion and 7.62, the side
rail is marked BRNO etc. Metalwork has most overall blue
thinning on the edges. VGC woodwork complete with sling.
VGWO&C ALR
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33 - TOKAREV TT30 PISTOL
Pre war Soviet semi auto pistol. 4½” 7.62 TOK cal barrel
slide with original sights, early type grasping grooves, 1935
date, star mark and serial number. The frame is matching
number and date as well as several ordnance marks and has
correct marks and removable back strap. Metalwork has
dark grey patina with traces of blue finish. VGC original
Soviet bakelite grips and includes original magazine with
lanyard ring. GWO&C ALR

43 - FR8 RIFLE
Spanish Mauser based Military conversion. 20” .308 cal
Cetme barrel. Chamber with crest and 1956 date. The rear
of the receiver with Parker Hale apperture sight fitted. Metalwork with most overall dulling blue. VGC woodwork. GVGWO&C ALR
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34 - BROWNING 1910/22 PISTOL
Belgian semi auto pistol. 4¼” .380 cal barrel, slide with
original foresights and matching number extension, as well
as Herstal address and Belgian proofs. Metalwork has most
original blue thinning on the edges. The grip strap has several markings GM86 and two Japanese Kanji marks indicating it was probably captured during WWII by the Japanese.
Worn but original hard rubber grips with lanyard ring at the
base. The magazine is also marked GM. GWO&C B/CLR

44 - WWII JAPANESE SWORD
A rare WWII heavy Japanese Katuna used for the beheading
of prisoners in the Pacific. This item was brought back from
the Solomon Islands campaign by a New Zealand Veteran
and has been in the vendors family since purchased, from
the Veteran, over 50 years ago. 71cm Long steel blade with
age staining and copper habaki (collar) and without tsuba
fitted or any sign of one ever being fitted. The tang is signed
Yamamoto Uzo. The grip has olive green cord wrap and the
peg is a later replacement. Complete with its wooden scabbard with canvas wrap. A very unique item for the WWII
collector. VGC
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45 - MARK I TRENCH KNIFE
US Military issue WWI trench knife. 165mm polished blade
with French AU LION makers marked blade. Cast brass hilt
marked US 1918. Complete with original iron scabbard.
VGC

35- BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
Italian WWII semi auto pistol. 3½” .380 acp cal barrel, the
slide marked P Beretta 9 Corto etc and 1937 date. The frame
with RE Army acceptance mark. Metalwork with most
overall blue thinning on the edges and with some scratches. Complete with original magazine and dark green/black
leather holster. VGWO&C CLR
36 - TOKAREV TT30 HOLSTER
Most likely a good quality reproduction of the early TT30
Soviet holster. Brown leather with horizontal pouch under
the flap. Includes steel rod. ExC
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37 - INGLIS HI POWER HOLSTER
Canadian made canvas break away holster for the Browning
9mm pistol. Canadian ordnance marked and ZL & T LTD,
1945. ExC

45

38 - TOKAREV MAGAZINES
Two magazines for the TT 30/33 type 7.62 cal pistol. One
with lanyard ring the other without. VGC
39 - ARISAKA TYPE 99 RIFLE
Imperial Japanese WWII bolt action short rifle. 26” 7.7
cal barrel with correct early type foresight with protective guards and bayonet lug the rear sight has anti aircraft
sights but with wings missing. The receiver is marked with
the Chrysanthemum and Kanji markings for type 99. The
side has Nagoya arsenal mark. Metalwork has most original blued finish. The original woodwork is in above average
VGC complete with swivels and cleaning rod but missing
the monopod. VGWO&C ALR

46 - K98 DRESS BAYONET
Nazi German Firearms long pattern dress bayonet - 247mm
polished blade with Eickhorn original Rabbit logo. S shaped
quillon. Complete with scabbard and its Waffen-amt marked
frog and original portepee. VGC
47- NSKK DAGGER
Nazi German WWII National Socialist Motor Corps dagger. 21.8cm blade marked with Alles for Deutchland motto
and RZM logo M7/9 1941 for Stoecker & Co Solinger. The
nickel plated guards retain nearly all of their plating. VGC
original hard wood grip with eagle and SA roundel. VGC
blued scabbard with leather hanger and RZM M5/8 marked
clip. VGC
48 - SA DAGGER
German SA dagger manufactured by B&A (Bolte & Anschutz) as a souvenir piece to sell to the US occupation force
immediately after WWII. These were built from excess
WWII parts and some made post war. 22cm blade with motto, plus B&A Solingen logo, brown bakelite grips and alloy
guards. Includes its correct brown scabbard. VGC

43

47

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771
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49 - NAZI PEWTER PLATE
German Pewter souvenir plate from the city of Reichs Party
Days - Nurnberg. The center with a picture of Nurnberg in
relief. The edge has nine high relief shields including SA,
SS RAD and Hitler Youth etc and includes a makers mark.
There is a fine split (7cm) between the flat and dish sections
of the plate. Shows nice patina. GC
50 - SS ID CARD
Nazi German SS party ID card with SS number, photo,
Himmler stamp and party stamp 1934. ExC

61 - GARAND BAYONET
Bayonet for the US Military M1 Garand rifle. 24½” cm
blade marked UFH and US flaming bomb. Retains near all
blue finish. Grooved bakelite grips and includes green fiber
glass sheath. ExC
62 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES
Three US M1 carbine magazines including one 5R, one 15R
and one 25R mag. All three have near all blue finish plus a
1950’s period canvas twin cell pouch. ExC

49

51 - KNIGHTS CROSS STICK PIN
WWII German stick pin grouping showing the Knights
Cross, plus first and second class iron crosses VGC
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52 - IRON CROSS STICK PIN
WWII Iron Cross stick pin. Most enamel finish. VGC
53 - SA COLLAR TABS
A pair of WWII German SA NSDAP Reich level Abschnittsletter collar tabs. The metal fitting retains near all gilt finish
and are angled for each collar. The back have intact RZM
tags with metalic blue lettering. ExC

64 - COLT PYTHON REVOLVER
High quality double action revolver, circa 1990s. 6”.357
magnum cal barrel with original fixed front and adjustable
rear sight and marked with Colt Hartford address and PYTHON 357 etc. Stainless steel metalwork is in ExC without
scratches. ExC original Colt logo rubber grips in as new
ExWO&C B/CLR
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54 - MAT 49 S.M.G
Rare French Submachine gun, circa 1950-60’s. 9” 9mm
cal barrel with original sight and ventilated heat shield.
The stamped steel receiver with flip up rear sight is marked
MANUFACTURE NATIONALE D’ARMES DE TULLE
MODELE 1949. Metalwork retains nearly all of its orignal parkerised finish. Complete with its steel telescopic butt
stock, folding magazine well with 32 shot magazine and
sling. The Mat 49 saw use in many conflicts including the
Indochina Algerian and Vietnam wars as well as the Suez
Crisis. These important S.M.G’s are seldom seen for sale
and this one is in hard to find better ExWO&C CLR

65 - COLT ANACONDA REVOLVER
High quality US double action revolver First Edition model,
circa 1990. 6”.44 Magnum cal original barrel with Hartford
address and marked COLT ANACONDA - First Edition
- and fitted with original adjustable sights. Metalwork retains all its original bright polished finish without scratches.
ExC original Colt wooden grips. Only 1000 of this model
were made and are now extremely collectable in as new
ExWO&C B/CLR
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55 - SPECTRE M4 SMG
Very rare Italian Sites Spectre double action submachine
gun, circa 1985-90s. 5¼” 9mm cal barrel with original
sights and ventilated handguard with polymer pistol grips.
The gun uses a unique striker fire system with a de-cocker
to double action for safe carry. The right hand side is marked
Sites Mod SPECTRE cal 9mm Made in Italy patented. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish with slight wear
on the edges. Steel top folding stock and includes its original coffin style magazine similar to the Suomi. These compact SMGs were used by a number of European anti terrorist
and Police units and this is the first of this rare SMG we
have had for sale. ExWO&C CLR

66 - SAKO VIXEN RIFLE
A very nice example of a Finish model L461 sporting rifle.
24” .222 cal barrel with original sights and marked in front
of the chamber SAKO CAL .222. The action is marked NZ
MOUNTAIN SAFETY as this was part of a limited order
for the NZ Mountain Safety Council, circa 1980’s. The action is fitted with a Kahles Hela S 2.5x20 telescopic sight.
Metalwork is in ExC and retains all its original bright blue.
ExC original walnut stock with only a couple of minor handling bruises and the gun appears to be unused! ExWO&C
ALR
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67 - WALTHER KKJ RIFLE
German vintage sporting rifle, circa 1972. 22” .22 Hornet
cal barrel with original sights and markings. The receiver
with Walther Ulm address and fitted with see through Weaver rings and Leupold VX 3-9 scope. Action with twin set
trigger and original box magazine. Metalwork with near all
original blue. VGC original woodwork with some handling
scratches, rubber butt plate and swivels. VG-ExWO&C
ALR

56 - STERLING SMG
A top example of the British Submachine gun. 8½” 9mm
cal barrel with original sights and ventilated vent shield. The
magazine well is marked STERLING SMG 9M/M MK4
(L2A3). Metalwork retains all its original crackle black finish. ExC black plastic grips and steel underfolding stock
complete with original 34R magazine and sling. This is the
best example we have encounted and ideal for the discerning collector, is as new ExWO&C CLR
57 - STERLING MAGAZINE
Original 34 shot 9mm magazine for the British S.M.G. Most
overall original finish with some staining. GC

68 - BRNO FOX RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle, circa 1988. 24” .222 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver marked FOX MOD 2
BRNO ARMS and fitted with high quality case hardened
one piece 1” mount, action has double set trigger and custom
case hardened ‘butter knife’ bolt handle. Metalwork retains
near all original blued finish. ExC walnut stock missing the
rear swivel includes two original detachable box magazines
plus one extra ExWO&C ALR

68

58 - STERLING 15R MAGAZINE
Scarce factory 15 shot magazine for the British 9mm S.M.G.
Retains all original finish in as new ExC
59 - STERLING SLING
Original British Military marked. Olive webbing and brass
sling. In as issued ExC.
60 - PISTOL LANYARD
Original British Military olive green braided cord lanyard
with one fixed knot and one sliding. ExC

63 - COLT PYTHON REVOLVER
High quality US double action revolver, circa late 80/90’s.
4”.357 mag cal vent with original banner with orange ramp
sight Colt Hartford address and Python 357 markings. Original adjustable rear sight. Metalwork retains all its original
deep royal Colt blue finish. ExC original Colt rubber grips.
In unfired as new ExWO&C B/CLR
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69 - CZ 550 RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle. 21” 6-5x55 cal barrel with
original sights. The receiver with set trigger marked CZ550
etc and fitted 100 year anniversary Leupold 3-9x40 scope.
Metalwork retains all its original blue finish. ExC original
walnut full stock with swivels. In unused as new ExWO&C
ALR
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70 - CZ 527 RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle. 21” .223 cal barrel with
original sights. The receiver with set trigger and detachable
box magazine is marked CZ55OFS and has Leupold VX1
4-12x40 scope fitted. Metalwork retains all original blue finish. ExC original full wood walnut stock with swivels. In
unused ExWO&C ALR

70

85
71

84 - S&W MODEL 63 REVOLVER
US J frame, double action revolver. 4” .22lr cal barrel with
adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork without significant scratches. VGC original wooden grips. Includes original cardboard box. ExWO&C B/CLR

71 - BRNO MODEL 1 RIFLE
Very desirable Czech bolt action rifle, circa 1948. 23”.22lr
cal barrel with original sights and makers mark. Metalwork
retains near all original bright blue finish receiver fitted with
Weaver varible power scope. ExC walnut stock. One of the
nicest example of these vintage rifles we have encountered.
ExWO&C ALR

79

73 - CZ 452 STOCK
High grade US Boyd brand laminated wooden stock for
the CZ .22lr rifle and fits both standard and heavy barrels.
Green, brown and grey colours. Like new ExC.

81

76 - K98 MAUSER BOOK
Backbone of the Wehrmacht - The German K98K Rifle
1934-1945 by Law. Collector grade publications book. Hard
cover, large format, B&W photos and 367 pages. Excellent
reference book in ExC

78 - ASSAULT RIFLE BOOK
The Worlds Assault Rifles by Johnson & Nelson. Large
format, hard cover, 1200 pages. Covers 500 guns from 51
pages and more than 100 photos. NEW

86 - NORINCO 56 RIFLE
Chinese, modified to semi automatic only, version of the
AKM. 16” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original muzzle break
and sights. The receiver is marked 56 and the selector, while
has three position, is only semi auto and marked S&C (most
likely early commercial model). Metalwork retains most
original blue. ExC original furniture which has a dark maroon brown stain on the wooden grip and butt, the forend is
synthetic. Includes its sling, 30 shot mag and cleaning kit.
ExWO&C ELR
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75 - BREN GUN BOOK
The Bren Gun Saga by Dugelby. Revised and expanded edition. Collector grade publications book. Hard cover, large
format, B&W photos and 380 pages. Excellent reference
book. ExC

77 - AK47 BOOK
AK47 The Grim Reaper-Second Edition by Lannamico.
Large format, hard cover, colour photos and over 1100 pages. This massive book is an excellent reference book. NEW

85 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military semi auto rifle. 25” .308 cal barrel with original flash hider bayonet lug and sights. The receiver marked
RIFLE 7.62mm, L1A1 and has 1964 prefix. Metalwork has
grey to dark patina with some staining. Original woodwork
with swivels, has rack number 15 on the butt and handling
marks and dings. Includes its 20 shot magazine. GWO&C
ELR
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72 - CZ 452 RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle. 20” .22lr cal barrel with
original sights. The receiver marked CZ 452-ZE ZKM and
fitted with Leupold 2-7 VX1 scope. Metalwork has near all
original blued finish. ExC original walnut full length stock
with swivels. In as new unused ExWO&C ALR

74 - MG34/42 BOOK
MG34 - MG42 German Universal Machine Guns by
Myrvang. This large format, hard cover, collector grade
publications book with B&W photos and over 460 pages is
an excellent reference book in ExC

82

87 - SAIGA .410 SHOTGUN
Russian semi auto shotgun based on the AK rifle. 24” .410g
barrel. Receiver with basic iron sights and fitted with red
dot sight. Metalwork with near all original black finish and
marked Kalashnikov USA etc. ExC original synthetic furniture and includes two 4 shot magazines. ExWO&C ELR

83

88 - SKS RIFLE
Soviet made semi auto rifle. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with
original sight but bayonet lug removed. Receiver with Soviet Star mark and fitted with Lyman scope. Metalwork has
most overall blue finish and magazine has been cut down to
7 or less. VGC synthetic Dragunov stock. VGWO&C ALR

86
84
88

79 - S&W M29 REVOLVER
US Smith & Wesson 29-2 double action revolver. 6” .44
magnum cal barrel with original adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near all bright blue finish. ExC original grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR
80 - S&W 617 REVOLVER
US double action Mod 617-1 revovler. 6” .22lr barrel with
adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork without significant scratches. Deluxe original wooden grips. Includes 4
speed loaders ExWO&C B/CLR

89

89 - WINCHESTER RANGER SHOTGUN
US model 1300 pump action shotgun. 28” 12g multi choke
ribbed barrel. Includes improved cyl and modified chokes
plus a 22” cylinder bore barrel with iron sights. Metalwork
retains near all bright original blue. ExC beech woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR
90 - WINCHESTER MODEL 1300 SHOTGUN
US pump action shotgun. 28” 12g multi choke barrel with
½ choke fitted. Metalwork retains near all bright blue. ExC
original walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR
91 - WINCHESTER DEFENDER SHOTGUN
US pump action shotgun. 20” 12g cylinder bore barrel with
iron sights. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue
finish. ExC wooden stock and forend. ExWO&C ALR
92 - AR15 .22 CONVERSION KIT
US Atchkinson Arms .22lr conversion kit for the AR15 rifle consisting of the bolt and carrier, 30 shot magazine and
three 10 shot magazines. VGWO&C ELR

87

81 - S&W MODEL 66 REVOLVER
US Mod 66-1 double action revolver. 4” .357 cal barrel with adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork with
some handling scratches. Fitted with Pachmayr rubber grip.
VGWO&C B/CLR
82 - CZ 85 PISTOL
Czech semi auto pistol, circa 1994. 9mm cal barrel, slide
with fixed sights. Metalwork with near all original blue.
ExC original plastic grips. Includes box and extra magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR

83 - BERETTA 92 COMPACT
Italian semi auto pistol. 4 ½” 9mm cal barrel. The slide with
original fixed sights and marked Beretta Gardone made in
Italy and MOD 92 S B compact etc. Metalwork with near
all original blue. ExC original wooden grips. ExWO&C B/
CLR

93 - L1A1 BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the NZ Military SLR. 192mm parkerised
blade with near all finish. ExC original alloy grips. Includes
its original black painted scabbard and webbing frog. VGC
94 - L1A1 MAG & HANDLE
20 Shot SLR magazine with most overall finish, plus an
original green plastic carry handle. VGC
91

95 - L1A1 MAGS
Two 20 shot SLR magazines. VGC
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96 - L1A1 MAGAZINES
Similar to previous lot but with thinning refinish and some
staining plus an original Military cleaning kit. F-GC
97 - AK47 MAGAZINES
Two 30 shot 56S/AK47 magazines. Most overall finish with
some staining. GC

107 - LUGER BOOKS
Luger Holsters and Accessories of the 20th Century by
Bender is a very large format, hard cover book signed by the
author with over 600 pages and B&W photos, plus Lluger
Tips by Reese - soft cover, large format and 120 pages. ExC
106

108 - SNAIL DRUM BOOK
The Luger Small Drum and Other Accessories for the Artillery model Luger by Sayre. Small format, soft cover, 144
pages and B&W photos. ExC

101

98 - AK47 MAGS
Two 20R steel AK47 magazines. 7.62x39 cal. ExC
99 - AK47 MAGS
Same as previous lot. ExC
100 - WWI P08 PISTOL
Imperial German Luger pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with orignal sight and chamber dated 1915. The toggle is marked
DWM. Metalwork has most original bright blue with typical
holster wear to the barrel and side plate. ExC original grips.
All visible numbers including the magazine are matching.
Includes its original 1915 dated holster with unit marking.
Also includes a Finish SA marked stripping tool. One of the
straps has a field repair. VG-EXWO&C B/CLR

102

104

105 - WWI LUGER HOLSTER
Imperial German P08. 4” brown leather holster dated 1918
and has makers mark N.BURGHARD PASING as well as
unit stamp on the inside. VGC
106 - LUGER SNAIL DRUM MAGAZINE
Rare type 2, 32R magazine for the WWI Artillery Luger
pistol. Folding winding lever on the base and marked with
serial number B over N logo and bullet numbers. The top
with twin strengthening circles BN logo and serial number
most overall dull blue finish. ExC

111 - LEE METFORD RIFLE
Rare NZ Military Lee Metford MKII bolt action rilfe.
30”.303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet bar.
The chamber has NZ and sold out of service marks. The
wrist Crown/VR ENFIELD 1893 II. Bolt and action are
mismatched. Metalwork has thinning original blue. VGC
woodwork complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

112

103 - S&W HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER
British Military issue WWI double action 2nd model revolver. 6 ¼”.455 cal barrel with original sight and marked
with address patent information and SMITH & WESSON
.455 as well as British proof and ordnance marks which
are also on the frame. Metalwork retains near all its original bright blue finish and case coloured small parts. ExC
original walnut grips with lanyard ring which appear to have
been wartime personalised on the underside with the name
H Rippon scratched in and the number 15616 - One of the
best examples we have encountered. ExWO&C B/CLR
104 - COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER
British Military issue WWI double action revolver. 5 ½”.455
cal barrel with Colt markings and NEW SERVICE 455
ELEY as well as English proofs and the frame is ordnance
marked. Metalwork has all over bright blue. ExC original
hard rubber Colt logo grips with lanyard ring. ExWO&C
B/CLR

110 - LEE ENFIELD CARBINE
Rare NZ Military Lee Enfield NZ model carbine. 21”.303
cal barrel and bayonet lug. The original sights graduated
to 500 on the bed and 2000 yards on the leaf. The action
with magazine cut off and correct flat type and ordnance
marked bolt without number. The wrist is marked N arrow
Z 835/1906 and the other side Crown VR Enfield 1894 twin
Crown ER Enfield 1903 LEC I*. Metalwork is profusely
ordnance marked and has nice dark original finish. ExC
original woodwork complete with stock disc, swivels and
includes its original 6R magazine. A nice example with the
latest date we have encountered. ExWO&C ALR

103

101 - 1916 LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with
original sights and serial number. The chamber is dated
1916 and has imperial proofs on the side, the toggle is
marked DWM. Metalwork has most overall original blued
finish with some slight staining and traces of straw colours.
The grip strap is unit marked bay.21J.R.M.G (Bavarian 21st
regiment Machine Gun Company). This unit saw extensive
battle at the Somme. VGC original wooden grips. All external numbers are matching except the magazine which is the
correct type. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
102 - ERFURT LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original
sight and serial number etc. The chamber is dated 1917 and
with corrrect Erfurt proofs which are also on some of the
small parts. Metalwork has most overall blue finish and
traces of straw colour with typical holster side plate wear.
All serial numbers, except the magazine which is the correct
type, are matching. At some time the tip of the firing pin
has been cut to deactivate it but otherwise it is functioning
correctly. VGC

109 - NZ REMINGTON LEE RIFLE
Scarce NZ Military issue model 1885 bolt action rifle.
26”.43 Spanish cal barrel with original sights. The chamber
is marked N arrow Z 87 and the rail is marked E REMINGTON & SONS etc and patent info as well as 42 thousand range serial number. Metalwork has dark grey original
patina. VGC ½ wood stock with steel butt plate and are both
marked S. Includes its original magazine. VGWO&C ALR

112 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British Military magazine Lee Enfield Rifle MKI. 30” .303
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The wrist is
marked Crown/VR 1896 L.E.I. Metalwork has most overall
blue finish thinning on the magazine and dust cover. VGC
woodwork with handling dings and complete with original
magazine and swivels. VGWO&C ALR

110

113 - SMLE NO1 MKIII RIFLE
An excellent example of an Australian WWII Lee Enfield
NO I MKIII bolt action rifle. 25”.303 cal barrel with original
sights and matching number bolt and receiver. The wrist is
marked MA LITHGOW SMLE III* 1941. Metalwork retains all original finish. ExC original coach wood stock with
stock disc and swivels. The butt marked IUA LITHFOW
SMLE III* HV and is with only a couple very minor handling marks. This gun appears to be unfired and is one of the
best examples we have seen. ExWO&C ALR

109

113

115

114

114 - SMLE NO 4 MK2 RIFLE
British/NZ Military Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel
with orignal sights and receiver with basic battle sight and
marked NO4 MK2. The wrist bolt magazine and stock all
have the same B prefix serial number. Metalwork retains all
original finish. ExC original NZ marked butt stock. Appears
to be unused and hard to find a better example. ExWO&C
ALR
115 - 07 BAYONET
Pattern 1907 SMLE bayonet. 43 cm blade marked Crown/
GR 1907 W S C 5 ‘42 and ordnance marked. ExC original
wooden grips complete with scabbard. ExWO&C

116

116 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET
British Military second type MKI bayonet to suit the Lee
Metford/Enfield rifles. 30cm blade WD marked and Crown/
VR 5 ‘97 date. VGC wooden grips with twin rivets. Complete with scabbard and frog. VGC

6
117 - M1917 BAYONET
US Military WWI period bayonet for the 30.06 M17 Enfield
rifles. 43cm blade marked REMINGTON 1917 and flying
bomb US. GC original grips with oil holes in pommel. Includes original green and leather scabbard. VGC

130 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOL
US Military issue WWII, circa 1944 semi automatic pistol.
5”.45 acp cal barrel. The slide with original sights and is
marked with Colt legend and patent info as well as small
English proof (also on the barrel and frame). The frame is
marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY 1911A1 US ARMY
as well as cress cannons cartouche and GHD inspectors
mark. Metalwork is in ExC and retains nearly all its original
parkerised finish and the hardness line is still very visible.
ExC original ‘Colt Wood’ grips and correct magazine. A top
example for the discerning collector and hard to find better.
ExWO&C B/CLR

117
119

120

118 - SWISS M1918 BAYONET
Swiss Military bayonet to fit the Schmidt Ruben rifles and
Swiss SMGs. 30cm double edge blade with makers mark.
GC wooden grips. Complete with steel scabbard and frog.
VGC
119 - M1 CARBINE BAYONET
US M4 bayonet. 16½ cm parkerised blade and guard which
is marked M4 BREN-DAN. ExC chequered plastic grips
and includes its M8A1 scabbard. ExC

121

120 - COLT M203 GRENADE LAUNCHER
Extremely rare original Colt M203 40mm grenade launcher
for the M16 rifle. Marked with Colt address etc and retains
all original parkerised finish. Includes its original box. In as
issued like new ExWO&C CLR

122

121 - L.E.I M4 CARBINE
High quality English Law Enforcment International M4 automatic rifle. 14½” 5.56 cal barrel with original flash hider
bayonet lug and sights. The receiver with detachable carry
handle and marked LEI 5.56MM NATO, three postition selector: safe, fire, auto. Metalwork has all original mil spec
finish, collapsible butt stock and 30 shot magazine. In as
new unused ExWO&C CLR

134 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
4” .38 S7W cal barrel marked WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.
Metalwork with most overall original blue starting to thin
on the edges. ExC original pastic grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

131

135 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military artillery carbine. 25”.303 cal barrel fitted with
sight graduated to 1800 yards. The receiver marked Crown/
VR ENFIELD 1901 M.E .303 I. Chamber marked NZ and
sold out of service marks. Metalwork with dark patina. GC
woodwork missing stock disc. GWO&C ALR

132

124 - MICRO GALIL RIFLE
Isreali Military Industries compact version of the GALIL
rifle. 8” 5.56/.233 cal barrel with original muzzle break and
sights. The receiver fitted with forward attachment rail and
has ambidextrous 3 position selector (safe, auto and semi)
and oversized charge handle. Marked Micro Galil MODEL
699 IMI etc. ExC synthetic furniture with side folding butt
and includes its 30 shot magazine. ExWO&C CLR

126 - M16 MAGAZINES
Two 30R original Colt marked alloy magazines for the M16/
AR15. In as issued ExC

133 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
British double action revolver . 5” .38 S&W cal barrel
marked WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD BIRMINGHAM MKII
38. Frame with cross bolt safety and marked SPF and rack
number. Metalwork has near all bright blue thinning on the
edges. VGWO&C CLR

130

123 - N8M81 RIFLE
Hungarian FEG made rifle based on the AK74 for the export
market. 15” .S56 barrel with original PKM style flash hider
and sights. Stamped receiver with 3 postition selector (safe,
full and semi auto). Metalwork retains all its original parkerised finish. ExC original blonde wood work and includes
its original 30 shot magazine. In as issued ExWO&C CLR

125 - GALIL MAGAZINES
Two 30R .223 cal magazines for the Galil series of rifles.
Near all original parkerised finish. ExC

132 - WEBLEY NEW MODEL REVOLVER
British Military Boer War period Webley RIC revolver. 4
½”.476 cal round barrel with Birmingham proof marks and
original sight. The top strap marked P WEBLEY & SON
BIRMINGHAM. The frame is marked with Webley RIC
New Model logo and winged bullet. The other side of the
frame has twin ordnance marks & sold out of service mark.
Metalwork with dull original blue, turning grey in a few areas, with some mild hoster pin pricking. VGC original one
piece wooden grip with lanyard ring, Military marked .476
cal examples are not often encoutered. VGWO&C B/CLR

124

122 - L.E.I M16A2 RIFLE
High quality English Law Enforcment International M16A2
automatic rifle. 20” 5.56 cal barrel with original flash hider,
bayonet lug and sights. Receiver with integral carry handle
and marked LEI M16A2 etc. Three position selector - safe,
fire, auto. Metalwork has all original milspec finish. ExC
synthetic furniture and 30 shot magazine. In as new unused
ExWO&C

136 - FRANCOTTEE’S CADET RIFLE
Single shot Martini action cadet rifle. 27” 250/300 cal barrel
with original sights and is marked A FRANCOTTE and the
logo is also on the receiver. Metalwork with near all bright
blue thinning at the muzzle and some speckling on the receiver. ExC original full stock woodwork with initial markings on the wrist. VGWO&C ALR

133

137 - MARTINI CADET RIFLE
Australian Cadet training rifle. 25” .310 cadet cal barrel
with original sights and marked MADE BY BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO LTD. The receiver is also with
BSA trademark and marked on the other side COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA N.S.W etc. Metalwork with
grey patina with traces of blue. GC woodwork with swivels.
GWO&C ALR

135

136

137

127 - AK74 MAGAZINES
Two red/brown polymer 30R magazines for the Soviet
5.45x39 cal rifle. ExC

138- MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
British Martini action artillery carbine. 21½” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug and British commercial
nitro proof marks. The action is without markings and metalwork has thinning original blue. GC woodwork complete
with swivels. VGWO&C ALR

128 - 40R AK47 MAGAZINE
Eastern European 40R 7.62x39 cal steel AK47 or similar
magazine, all original blue finish. In as issued ExC
129 - YUGOSLAVIAN .223 AK MAG
Steel 30 shot magazine to fit the Yugoslavian M95 rifle or
similar. All original blued finish. In as issued ExC

131 - WEBLEY MARK VI REVOLVER
British Military WWI revolver. 6” .455 cal barrel with
ordnance marks etc on the bridge the frame with 1918
and patent mark. Metalwork has thinning original blue to
a dark grey patina. VGC original grips with lanyard ring.
VGWO&C B/CLR

138
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland

7
139 - BSA MARTINI RIFLE
Single shot Martini action target rifle. 29” .220 cal heavy
barrel with BSA address and logo on the action and original
apperture sight on the tang. Metalwork with near all blue.
GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
140 - DETECTIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER
Vintage, circa early 1980s. 2” barrel with black ramp
marked DETECTIVE SPEC 38 SPECIAL CTG and Colts
address. The barrel has full shroud for the ejector rod.
Frame with rampant horse logo and metalwork retains near
all original blued finish. ExC original third generation chequered walnut grips with slight loss to the varnish on some of
the edges. Hard to find better in near new ExWO&C CLR

150 - PPS43 S.M.G.
Soviet Cold War era submachine gun. 10” 7.62 TOK cal
barrel with ventilated shroud and original sights. The receiver is dated 1952 and has 6 inside oval arsenal mark.
Metalwork has near all original arsenal finish steel folding
stock and GC C logo plastic grips. Includes its 35R magazine. ExWO&C CLR

140
139

142

141 - S&W 629 REVOLVER
Rare snub nosed version of the US 629-1 .44 MAGNUM
cal barrel. 3” barrel SMITH &WESSON 44 MAGNUM and
with original red ramp front. Stainless steel frame with adjustable rear sight. Metalwork is in ExC without significant
scratching. ExC original groved wooden grips. ExWO&C
CLR
142 - ROSSI SNUB NOSED REVOLVER
Brazilian double action 5 shot revolver. 1¾”.38 special cal
barrel with Rossi address and cal. The frame with Rossi
logo and Australian importer/retailer name GRYCOL INTL
SYDNEY. Metalwork has near all blue and case colours.
ExC original faux wood grips. ExWO&C CLR
143 - COLT 1908 PISTOL
US Colt 1908 hammerless vest pistol, circa 1913. 2”.25acp
cal barrel, slide with integral sight groove and marked with
Colt address and patent info etc. Metalwork retains most of
its original bright blue with some handling scratches and
isolated mild staining. The trigger and grip safety still have
visible case colours. ExC original hard rubber COLT logo
grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR
144 - LILLIPUT PISTOL
Rare vintage German Lilliput model 1925 pocket/vest pistol. 2”.25 acp cal barrel with original sight and German
Crown/U proof which is also on the slide and frame. The
slide is marked LILIPUT KAL 6.35. Metalwork retains all
original bright blue ExC original hard rubber grips with
original medalion inlays. Slightly smaller than a Baby
Browning this is one of the smallest .25 acp pocket pistols
made. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C CLR

152 - THOMPSON L DRUM
Modern production 50R drum magazine to suit the 1928/A1
.45 SMG. Auto Ordanance manufacture marked as well as
with loading instructions. Near all original blue. ExC

148 - M1A1 THOMPSON SMG
US WWII Submachine gun. 12”.45acp cal barrel with original sights. The receiver marked THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN CALIBER 45 M1A1 and Auto Ordnance AO45 etc. Metalwork has near all original parkerised finish.
ExC original woodwork and includes its 20 shot magazine.
VG-ExWO&C CLR
149 - M3A1 GREASE GUN
US Military Submachine gun, circa 1955. 8”.45acp cal barrel. The receiver with original sights and is marked SUBMACH GUN etc .45-M3A1 ITHICA GUN CO, INC and
serial number. Metalwork has near all original parkerised
finish, complete with sling. ExWO&C CLR

153 - THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Two early Thompson 20 shot magazine. One early 1921 patent date with near all blue, plus a second blank magazine for
the 1921. ExC

143

154 - THOMPSON POUCH
An extremely rare webbing pouch for the 1921 Thompson
‘C’ drum, manufactured by the Mills company. In excellent order and condition, has the MILLS in the bullet logo
printed on the inside flap. Complete with the correct sling.
These drums and pouches were issued to US Marines and
Post Office guards during the 1920/30’s. ExC

141

155 - THOMPSON SLING
Original US Military canvas sling for the Thompson mag.
Kahki colour and stamped USA. Some corrosion to the steel
parts and a bit of staining on the cloth. GC

145

156 - THOMPSON CLEANING ROD ETC
Original brass cleaning rod for the Thompson SMG, plus a
steel maintance tool. VGC
148

147

157 - THOMPSON POUCH AND BELT
Original olive green 5 cell 20R THOMPSON mag pouch,
plus US marked canvas belt. Yale makers mark and 1945
date. ExC
158 - 12 SHOT PINFIRE REVOLVER
Rare antique Lefaucheux type pinfire revolver, circa 1860’s
by English gunmaker/retailer Joseph Wilson. 6” 9mm pinfire
cal barrel with octagonal section at the breech and marked
JOSEPH WILSON BIRMINGHAM and has Birmingham
proof marks of the underside. The 12 shot fluted cylinder
with unusual recessed cylinder face is also Birmingham
proved and marked in one of the flutes J. CHAINEUX, who
was a noteable Belgian pinfire gunmaker who made the gun
for Wilson to retail. The frame is borderline and scroll engraved and the double action functions well. Metalwork has
dark grey patina with areas of pin pricking. VGC original
wooden grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C NLR

145 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL
Second model vintage pocket/vest pistol. 2”.25 acp cal barrel, the slide with integral sights is marked FABRIQUE NATIONALE. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue
finish. ExC original plastic grips marked BROWNING.
ExWO&C CLR
147 - 1928A1 THOMPSON S.M.G
US WWII period submachine gun. 12” .45 acp cal fluted
barrel with Cutts compensator fitted. Receiver with adjustable Lyman sight and marked US Model of 1928a1 THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN SUTO ORDNANCE etc and
with AO prefix for auto ordnanace manufacture. Upper and
lower serial numbers are matching. Metalwork has near all
parkerised finish. VGC woodwork and includes its 20 shot
magazine. ExWO&C CLR

151 - THOMPSON L DRUM
Genuine WWII Seymour products brand 50R drum magazine for the 1928/a1 .45 acp SMG. Marked with makers
name and winding instructions. Metalwork retains most
original blue with a patch at the base turned grey with some
pin prick marks. G-VGWO&C ALR

150

159

160

159 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1860’s, Belgian 6 shot pinfire double action
revolver. 4.9” 9mm pinfire cal octagonal barrel with *K inspectors mark which is also on the cylinder as well as the
Liege proof mark. The action, cylinder and breech section
have basic foliate engraving. The cylinder retains most
overall blue while there are traces of the frame and the barrel has dark grey patina. VGC original grips with lanyard
ring. Action is strong. ExWO&C NLR
160 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1860’s, Belgian Lefaucheux type medium
size pinfire revolver. 2¾” 7mm cal barrel with Belgian
proof mark. The 6 shot cylinder is an unusual variant with
the flutes running the full length of the cylinder. Action with
folding trigger indexes but fails to hold in the single action
cocked position. Metalwork has most blue to the cylinder
and dark patina to the rest. GC chequered grips. VGC

8
161 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Small sized Lefaucheux type revolver. 2” 4mm cal octagonal barrel 6 shot round cylinder. Action with concealed
trigger and at fault. Metalwork with grey patina. GC ivory
grips. FC NLR

161

162 - BULLET MOULD
Large antique bronze, single cavity, approx 54 bore/44 cal
conical bullet mould as found in English cased sets. Nice
aged patina. GC

165

166

164 - WINCHESTER .32 RELOADING TOOL
Model 1882 hand loading tool for Winchester rifles. Marked
with Winchester address 32 WCF and 1882 patent date.
Dark overall patina. GC

168

169
163

172
170

167 - WARNERS PATENT REVOLVER
Rare antique US, circa 1850’s, percussion belt model revolver. 6” .31 cal barrel with silver foresight, the top strap
marked SPRINGFIELD ARMS CO. Metalwork with dark
to grey patina and the frame with basic engraving. VGC
original grips with only 100 estimated to be made, these are
a very rare revolver. Action cocks but does not index otherwise VGC NLR

169 - S&W NO1 REVOLVER
US single action second issue No1 revolver. 3¼” .22 SHORT
RF cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON SPRINGFIELD
MASS. The 7 shot cylinder with 1860 patent date. Frame
retains most nickel thinning on the edges, barrel with dark
patina. VGC walnut grips. Contained in its original blue
baize lined case with rod and turn screw. Action fails to hold
on cocked otherwise GWO&C CLR

172 - MAYNARD CARBINE
Antique US second model breech loading percussion carbine. 20” .35 cal barrel with hooded foresight and fixed
near on the octagonal breech section. The frame is marked
MANUFACTURED BY MASS ARMS CO CHICOPEE
FALLS & EDWARD MAYNARDS PATENTEE MAY 27
1851 DEC 6 1859 on the left hand side with lanyard ring.
The tang fitted with tangent sight. Metalwork has dark patina to the barrel and traces of case colours to the action. VGC
wooden butt stock. VGWO&C NLR

167

166 - REMINGTON NEW ARMY REVOLVER
Antique US Militalry Civil War percussion revolver. 8” .44
cal octagonal barrel with screw in foresight and marked
PATENTED SEPT 14 1858/E. REMINGTON & SOLS,
ILLION, NEW YORK, USA/NEW MODEL the serial
number in the 106 thousand range is located underneath
the hammer. Metalwork has dark original patina with some
holster pinpricking towards the front of the barrel. Military
Inspectors D marking is located on the trigger guard and
barrel which also has a M inspection mark. The grips appear
to be original or a period replacement but does not have the
cartouche or inspectors mark. VGWO&C NLR

168 - COLT POCKET NAVY CONVERSION
Rare factory Colt model 1849 Pocket Navy Cartridge conversion revolver, circa 1873 with early 3 digit serial number.
4½” .38RF cal octagonal barrel with one line New York address and original front sight and correctly without ejector
rod. The frame is marked with 1871 and 1872 patent marks.
5 shot cylinder with loading gate on the right hand side.
Metalwork retains most original bright blue to the barrel
with some small areas of loss and pin pricking. The cylinder
scene is still visible as are the case colours and the frame,
brass frame, triggerguard and back strap marked 36 cal behind the trigger. All visible serial numbers are matching.
VGC original grips with traces of varnish. VG-EXWO&C
NLR

171 - STEVENS TIP UP RIFLE
Antique, circa late 19th Century, US break barrel single shot
rifle. 26” Octagonal barrel (unsure of caliber but C.F and
measures .36 cal). Marked with Chicopee Falls address and
has original sights with tangent rear. Metalwork has most
overall blued finish to the barrel and grey patina to the action. GC original butt stock. GWO&C ALR

162

163 - GANG MOULD
Large antique bronze gang mould to cast 10 descending
round bullets at one time. Approx. .75 cal down to .38 cal.
ExC

165 - REMINGTON - RIDER POCKET REVOLVER
US antique, circa 1860-1873, percussion double action revolver. 3” .31 cal octagonal barrel with original foresight
and marked: MANUFACTURED BY REMINGTONS,
ILION, N.Y., RIDERS PT. AUG 17; 1858 MAY 3, 1859.
The 5 shot cylinder has a unique mushroom shape. Metalwork retains most overall original blue which is still bright
but thinning on the edges, there is still traces of the original
case colours to the small parts and all nickel to the trigger
guard. ExC original gutta percha chequered grips. Unique
opportunity for the Remington collector as these are one of
the first double action pistols manufactured in America and
are seldom seen and this is a nice example. ExWO&C NLR

170 - REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE
Antique Remington single shot sporting rifle. 28” Octagonal
blued 38-40 cal barrel with original foresight but missing
the rear sight. Marked Remington Arms Co. etc and 38W
on the underside. The case coloured receiver marked with
patent dates ending in 1873. Metalwork retains most overall
blue and case colours. GC original woodwork with handling
dings. GWO&C ALR

171

173 - RAWBONE SPORTING RIFLE
Single shot Martini action breech loading sporting rifle,
circa late 19th century. 29” .577/450 cal barrel marked
W RAWBONE CAPETOWN MAKER TO H.R.H THE
DUKE OF EDINBURGH. The foresight is dovetail while
the rear consists of 5 leaf sights and a tangent sight and is
Birmingham proof marked. The action is borderline engraved with sunburst designs on the screws and pins and
marked GOVERNMENT CARTRIDGE 577/450. The right
hand side has thumb operated safety. Metalwork has dull
original blue to the barrel and lever. VGC walnut chequered
woodwork with ebony tip end and steel butt plate with trap.
G-VGWO&C ALR
174 - GRANT ROOK RIFLE
Antique, circa late 19th Century Tranters patent rook rifle.
26” Octagonal .380 cal barrel marked S GRANT 67A ST
JAMES ST LONDON and with original sights and Birmingham proof marks, action with borderline and sunburst
engraving. Metalwork with dark original patina. VGC chequered butt stock. VGWO&C ALR
175 - DADLEY ROOK RIFLE
Antique English rook rifle. 28” Octagonal 380 cal barrel
marked T A DADLEY STOW MARKET and with original
sights and Birmingham proof marks. Metalwork has thinning original blue finish. German silver triggerguard and lions head groutesque on the VGC semi pistol grip chequered
walnut stock. VGWO&C ALR
176 - BRITISH FALLING BLOCK BOOK
The British Falling Block Breechloading Rifle From 1865
by Kirton. Large format, hard cover, B&W photos and 240
pages. VGC
177 - TWO RIFLE BOOKS
Breech loading single shot rifle by Roberts and Waters. Soft
cover, medium format, 330 pages, B&W photos plus Single
Shot Rifle Finale by Grant, hard cover, medium format, 130
pages with B&W photos. F-GC

164

174

178 - HISTORY OF AMMUNITION BOOK VOL 2
History & Development of Small Arms Ammunition Volume 2 by Hoyen. Covers Centerfire primitive and martial
long arms. Large format, hard cover. Excellent reference
book. ExC
175

173

179 - HISTORY OF AMMUNITION BOOK VOL 3
Similar to previous lot but Volume 3. British Sporting Cartridges and limited second printing. Numbered and signed
by the author. ExC

9
180 - RIFLE CARTRIDGE BOOK
British Sporting Rifle Cartridges by Fleming. Hard cover,
310 pages and B&W photos. Excellent reference book for
classic hunting cartridges. VGC

193 - ANNIE OAKLEY RIFLE .22
US Winchester model 94 22 XTR commemorative lever action rifle, circa 1983. 20” .22lr round barrel with full magazine, original sights and markings and retains original bright
blue. The brass action lever and bands retain all finish and is
engraved with foliate designs and Annie Oakley scene. The
deluxe walnut stock is one of the finest we have seen on any
rifle and is without scratches. Includes its original box and
paperwork. In as new ExWO&C ALR

183

181 - 450 NITRO AMMO
8R of Kynock brand .450 nitro big hunting ammunition. GC
ALR
182 - 470 NITRO AMMO
5R packet of vintage Kaynock brand .470 Nitro express 500
gr bullets. ExC ALR

194 - JOHN WAYNE RIFLE
US Winchester Model 94 commemorative lever action rifle,
circa 1981. 18” 32-40 cal barrel with full length magazine
and original sights and markings. The pewter plated receiver
has the large loop and is movie scene engraved. Metalwork
retains all its original finish and the chequered woodwork is
also in ExC without scratches or marks. Includes its orignal
box with slip cover plus one packet of John Wayne branded
Winchester ammunition. In as new ExWO&C ALR

186

183 - MP40 SUBMACHINE GUN
WWII Nazi German SMG. 8” 9mm cal barrel with original
knurled end nut, sights and strengthening rib. The rear of
the receiver is marked MP40 bnz 42 (Steyr 1942). All serial
numbers except the bolt and firing pin are matching. These
are original WWII Waffen-amt marked parts and with the
correct WaA623 Waffen-amt markings. Metalwork has most
thinning original blue with nice patina. ExC dark brown bakelite stock and grips and includes its original magazine.
One of the better examples we have recently encounted.
ExWO&C CLR Est $5500 - $7500

184

195 - UBERTI ‘66 RIFLE
Good quality Italian reproduction of the Winchester 1866
“Yellow Boy” rifle. 24” octagonal 44-40 cal barrel and full
length magazine. Brass frame is engraved in the original
style with Indians head and Eagle motifs. The barrel, magazine, lever and hammer are finished in the white and are
without staining. ExC original wooden stock. ExWO&C
ALR

184- MKII STEN GUN
British Military WWII Submachine gun. 8” 9mm cal barrel
with ventilated shroud and original sights on the receiver.
The top of the magazine well is marked STEN MKII. Metalwork has had near all typical Military enamel refinish
fitted with orignal “T” type steel stock and 32R magazine.
VGWO&C CLR

196 - COLT WALKER REVOLVER
Third generation signature series Percussion Colt revolver.
9” .44 cal octagonal/round barrel marked - ADDRESS
SAML COLT NEW - YORK CITY - and US 1947 on the
right hand side above the wedge. Cylinder with Texas range
ross engraved scene. Metalwork retains all original bright
blue and case coloured and brass finishes. ExC walnut grips.
Includes its original box and paperwork. An affordable way
for the collector to obtain a genuine Colt Walker. In as new
unused ExWO&C B/CLR

185 - MK5 STEN GUN
British Miltary WWII S.M.G. 8” 9mm cal barrel with bayonet lug and original sights. The magazine well is marked
STEN MK5 and the underside with painted rack number
PL9. The rear of the receiver with broad arrow, ordnance
marked and 44 date. Metalwork with most overall thinning
blued finish. GC wooden stock with brass butt plate and top
mounted swivel. Includes its 32 shot magazine. VGWO&C
CLR
186 - MG42 MACHINE GUN
WWII German MG 25” 8mm cal barrel with sights and
original nose cone/flash hider. The receiver is marked 42
with serial number matching on feed cover and stock. Barrel shroud marked b p r (J Grossfuss). Waffen-amt marks on
receiver, feedcover, chamber and trigger guard. Metalwork
with near all finish. VGC Bakelite pistol grip. Butt stock
shows wear with flaking black paint. Including belt drum
and 50R link. ExC CLR Est $6000 - $7000

195

193

194

187 - NZ STEN STOCK
Original “T” type steel stock for the WWII sten gun. Marked
NZ 2906 n p z on the butt plate. Most overall finish. VGC
188 - STEN MAGAZINE
32R magazine for the 9mm Sten gun. As issued in original
grease paper.
189 - STEN MAGAZINE
32R magazine for the 9mm sten gun. Counter holes welded
for Desert use. Most original blued finish. VGC

196
197

190 - STEN LOADER
Original brass and steel loading for the British S.M.G. Thinning original finish. GC
191 - MP40 SLING
WWII German leather sling for the MP38/40 series of
S.M.G’s. 142 cm long with steel fitting and Curt Vogel Cottbus 1940 marking. VGC
192 - MP40 LOADER
Magazine loader for the WWII German SMG, without
markings. Metalwork has pinpricking and traces of finish
and shows good age. GC
To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.

199

197 - WALKER ACCESSSORY KIT
Original factory Colt black powder signature series kit for
the previous lot in original box. Includes flask, bullet mould,
cap tin and nipple key. In as new ExC
198 - COLT FRONTIER REVOLVER
Very rare and highly desirable antique, circa 1896, Colt
Frontier six shooter single action revolver. 7½” 44-40
cal barrel with original foresight and maker: COLT’S
PT.F.A.MFG. CO HARTFORD CT.U.S.A COLT FRONTIER SIX SHOOTER. This gun was part of a shipment of
12 to the London agency in 1896 and is marked correctly
with London proofs on the barrel and cylinder flutes. The
frame is one of the first of the smokeless type and is correctly marked with patent dates and all serial numbers are
matching. Metalwork retains most of the original bright
blue to the barrel with holster wear towards the muzzle. The
frame has traces of case colours in recessed areas and dark
patina to the grip straps with traces of blue. ExC original
hard rubber grips with rampant horse logo. A very fine example for the discerning Colt collector complete with a copy
of the factory letter. ExWO&C B/CLR Est $5000 - $7000
199 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
WWI period Colt Government pistol. 5” .45 acp cal barrel
with period London proof marks which are also on the rear
of the frame. The slide marked on the right hand side with
two line patent info and Colt address with the rampant horse
logo at the rear. The frame is marked GOVERNMENT
MODEL and C prefix serial number for 1915 manufacture.
Metalwork has most original blue finish that shows holster
and grip strap handling wear. VGC original diamond pattern walnut grips and original 50/50 finish magazine with
lanyard loop. During WWI many of the guns sold through
the London agency were private purchase items bought by
British soldiers and we believe this to be most likely the
case with this pistol. War time commercial 1911s are seldom
seen and this is a fine example. ExWO&C B/CLR
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200 - COLT 1903 POCKET HAMMER PISTOL
Semi auto pocket version of the Colt 1902 pistol circa 1907.
4½”.38 Rimless caliber barrel. The slide with original fixed
sights and marked with the second style of patent and address (page 418 Sutherland & Wilson). The otherside is
marked AUTOMATIC COLT CALIBRE 38 RIMLESS
SMOKELESS. Metalwork retains nearly all its bright deep
Colt blue finish and case colours to the rounded hammer and
trigger. Some minor handling scratches and slight loss to
the edges. ExC original COLT logo hard rubber grips. ExC
correct magazine with bright blued base plate. Contained
in a nice contemporary wooden case with green baize lining. One of the nicest examples we have encountered and a
desirable addition for the Colt collector. ExWO&C B/CLR
201 - WINCHESTER ‘86 RIFLE
US Model 1886 lever action take down sporting rifle, circa
1915. 24” 33 W.C.F cal round barrel with original sights and
marked MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO NEW HAVEN CONN etc - NICKEL
STEEL BARREL - and caliber and proofs. The full length
magazine tube with take down lever marked with patent information. The tang of the gun is marked MODEL 1886 WINCHESTER - TRADE MARK etc. Metalwork has near
all bright original blue to the barrel, magazine bolt and hammer. The action, as typical has turned a plum grey colour
with traces of finish. ExC original woodwork with shotgun
butt stock with original hard rubber plate. A fine example for
the discerning collector. ExWO&C ALR

200

205

202 - WINCHESTER ‘73 RIFLE
Antique US lever action rifle, circa 1892. 24” .44 cal round
barrel with ½ magazine and original sights but missing the
rear elevator. The barrel is marked with correct Winchester
New Haven two line address and patent as well as 44 W.C.F
in front of the chamber. The tang of the gun is marked MODEL 1873 - and the otherside with serial number and
cal. Metalwork has dulling original blue to the barrel which
has been cleaned back at some time over the address and
caliber markings, the receiver still retains most blue which
is bright in areas and the hammer has bright case colours.
ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
203 - BOCK DRILLING
A very fine Austrian Ludwig Brovonik three barrel Bock
Drilling. 23” barrel with matted rib and iron sights, the barrels are 16g over 7x57R with .22rf on the side. The barrels
are marked Olhmar leilner Loeben (retailer) and the inside
of the action is marked L Bronvonik, the barrel is fitted
with a period single turret scope with German 3 post reticle
and quick release claw mount. The action in white metal
is profusely engraved with foliate and wildlife scenes with
Deer and Pheasant. The engraving extends into the lever and
tang as well as the underside and triggerguard. Metalwork
retains nearly all original bright blue finish. ExC original
woodwork with rubber butt plate fitted. Bock Drillings are
seldom for sale and this is of very fine quality. ExWO&C
ALR Est $6000 - $7000
204 - PRESENTATION HOWDAH PISTOL
An extremely rare James Wilkinson and Son Howdah pistol
purchased by the H.R.H Prince of Wales (Albert Edward) as
presentation gifts for his 1875-76 tour of India. A total of 20
were purchased. These were in the serial range 6552-6571
as well as individually numbered. This pistol is No 6552 and
gun number 5. Included with the gun is a copy of Wilkinson sales records and an article on these pistols, with only 7
known to still exist. The pistol is a double barrel back action
hammer gun with side lever loading rebounding hammers
and ejectors. 6½” .577 cal barrels marked WILKINSON &
SON PALL.MALL.LONDON and with original sights and
retaining most of their original blued finish. The lock plates
and steel forend are borderline engraved as well as sunbursts
around the screws and Wilkinson marked on both sides. The
original case colours have faded but are still present. VGC
original one piece chequered grip with lanyard ring and is
marked 5 (Gun No.5) behind the tang. The pistol has been
seperated from its case at some time and has been re-cased
in the style of the original with a full range of accessories.
ExWO&C CLR Est $8000 - $12000

205 - KRIEGHOFF LUGER
An extremely rare WWII Luftwaffe issued Luger pistol by
Heinrich Krieghoff Waffenfabrik Suhl circa 1944. Only between 100-200 of these pistols were made and they are the
last of the German Military Luger pistols. 4” 9mm cal barrel
marked with Luftwaffe test proof and serial number 11244.
The chamber is dated 1944 and has matching serial number
and Luftwaffe inspection proof marks. The toggle is marked
KRIEGHOFF SUHL and the anchor logo. The frame is also
Luftwaffe marked and with matching serial number (minor
parts are correctly not numbered). Metalwork retains all its
original black salt blue and small parts have clean faded
straw colours. ExC original black bakelite grips and the
magazine is the correct un-numbered blued body type with
plastic base and marked P08 FXO and 37 acceptance marks.
Contained in its correct WWII brown leather holster with
1936 date, makers mark and WaA387 Luftwaffe marking,
extra magazine and stripping tool. This superb pistol is of
world class condition making it a desirable addition to the
specialist Luger collector and is one of the top pieces from
the Murray Willis collection. Ne offered for sale in NZ before. ExWO&C CLR Est $10000 - $15000

206

201
202

206 - 1939 POLICE LUGER
An excellent condition and rare Nazi German 1939 Mauser
banner Police Luger pistol. Only 2290 of this E/F variation
were made and has the Police sear side plate safety fitted.
4” 9mm cal barrel with serial number, the chamber is dated
1939 and is marked with Crown/U proof, the otherside of
the chamber has the V range second issue Police Eagle F
proof mark. The toggle has the Mauser banner logo and
Crown/U proof. All of its 3 digit serial numbers, including the magazine are matching. The magazine is the rare
Schmeisser made variant. Metalwork retains nearly all its
original salt blue showing only slight holster wear at the
muzzle and its correct Simpson made and marked side plate.
ExC original chequered walnut grips. Contained in its epf
1941 marked brown leather holster with stripping tool and
extra magazine. This pistol from the Willis collection is believed to be an ex Gestapo Police gun and one of his most
prized Lugers. ExWO&C CLR Est $5000 - $6000

***20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK***
207 - TWO SCOPES
Two vintage straight tube scopes, a Weaver B4 and a Miroku AD.
208 - M16 BAYONET SCABBARDS
Two plastic scabbards with webbing frogs to fit the M9 type
bayonet. G-VGC

203

209 - 223 BLANK
68R linked .223/5.56 blank ammo. GC
210 - TWO GUNSMITH BOOKS
Gunsmith Kinks Volumn 1 & 2 by Bob Brownell, hardcover. GC
211 - KNIFE AND SWORD BOOKS
Boxed two volume set, hard cover, small format encyclopedia style books covering swords, daggers and bayonets
etc. ExC
212 - SIX GUN BOOKS
Elmer Keith documents his lifetime experience on the historic six gun in this hardcover reference book. Small format,
B&W photos. GC
213 - FRENCH HELMET
French Adrian model 1926 steel helmet. One piece construction with rolled edge without insignia or liner, thinning
dark green paint. GC

204

214 - SWEDISH HELMET
M26 steel helmet complete with liner and chin strap. Near
all green paint finish. ExC

11
215 - TWO BAYONETS
British pattern 1888. No scabbard, stained blade and
squashed ring. K98 also without scabbard, stained blade
with dark patina. GC bakelite grips. P-FC

230 - FEDERAL PISTOL PRIMERS
Lot containing approx 3600 Federal champion small pistol
primers. In original 1000 primer boxes. ExC
220

216 - PISTOL HOLSTERS LOT
Bag lot containing assorted auto pistol leather holsters and
mag pouches. Galco, Hellweg, Magnum leather brands.
VGC

231 - FEDERAL PISTOL PRIMERS
Approximately 4000 Federal small pistol primers. In original boxes. ExC
232 - .32 CAL PROJECTILES
Approximately 1000R of .32 cal 83gr HB-Wadcutter projectiles. Berry’s Brand. ExC

221

217 - REVOLVER HOSTERS LOT
Bag lot containing assorted revolver Kydex holsters. Safariland/Hellweg brands with pistol belts. VGC

233 - 9MM PROJECTILES
Approximately 300R of 9mm projectiles. Speer 124gr TMJ
and Zero brand 125gr JHP. ExC

218 - REVOLVER HOLSTER LOT
Bag lot containing assorted revolver holsters including Uncle Mikes, Bianchi and Safariland brands including Uncle
Mikes Belt. VGC

222

219 - PISTOL HOLSTER GEAR
Bag lot containing assorted automatic pistol holsters, mag
pouches and belt. Brands include Uncle Mikes, Fobus, Houston and Glock. ExC
220 - BSA SPORTSMAN TEN .22 RIFLE
24” Barrel threaded for suppressor, missing open sights.
Half length tube fed magazine. Bolt action receiver fitted
with basic 4x20 scope. Thinning overall blue. Very good
woodwork. GWO&C ALR
221 - BSA SUPERSPORT FIVE 22LR RIFLE
22” Barrel with original open sights. 5R box magazine. Bolt
action receiver. Metalwork with most overall thinning blue.
ExC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

235 - NORINCO JW25A .22 RIFLE
20” Barrel, bolt action receiver fitted with basic 4x32 scope,
missing rear sight. 10R box magazine. GC metalwork, stock
is Military K98 style type in VG condition. GC ALR

224

236 - NORINCO JW10A RIFLE
20” Threaded barrel, missing rear sight. Semi automatic receiver with 4x32 scope. Metalwork in GC. Military style
stock in VGC. 10R box magazine. VGC ALR
223

222 - BSA SPROTSMAN FIFTEEN 22 RIFLE
24” Barrel with forsight, missing rear sight. Tube fed magazine with sling swivel mount. Bolt action receiver fitted
with side mount. Parker Hale appeture sight. Metalwork has
dark grey patina with some blue. VG overall woodwork.
GWO&C ALR

225

236

234
235

241 - 41 MAGNUM BRASS
Approximately 400 cases of .41 Rem Magnum brass. Cases
are brand new and unprimed R.P brand. ExC
242 - 44 MAGNUM BRASS
Approximately 360 cases of .44 Magnum brass. Brand new
mixture of primed and unprimed cases. W.W Super brand.
ExC

226 - MARLIN 922M RIFLE
Semi automatic .22 Magnum cal rifle. 20” Barrel with original open sights and micro groove rifling. 9R box magazine.
Metalwork retains GC original blue. Good condition woodwork with stag horn on grip butt. GWO&C ALR

228 - .38 S&W BRASS
Bag lot containing approx 100 cases of .38 Smith & Wesson
brass. Brand new, unprimed Starline brand. ExC

239 - MOSSBERG SHOTGUN
18” Barrel with bead front sight. Thinning overall blue to
grey patina. Barrel has mild amount of pitting on portion
near chamber. Woodwork shows handling marks otherwise
good condition. FWO&C ALR
240 - BSA SPORTER RIFLE
303 Bolt action sporting rifle. 22” Barrel with adjustable
pop up rear sight. Receiver fitted with Parker Hale mount.
Metalwork retains near all blue with some staining on barrel. Commercial sporting stock showing signs of wear and
handling marks. GWO&C ALR

225 - MARLIN 922M RIFLE
Semi automatic .22 Magnum rifle. 20” Barrel with factory open sights and micro groove rifling. 9R Box magazine. Metalwork retains original GC blue. GC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

227 - 455 BRASS
Bag lot containing approx 350 cases of .455 MKII brass.
Most new and unprimed with small mixture of used cases.
Hornady brand. ExC

237 - SHOTGUN LOT
Lot of three shotguns including a Liege Arms SBS 12g, Stevens single shot 16g and a Marlin bolt action Goose gun 12g
without magazine. F-GC ALR
238 - NORINCO JW87 SHOTGUN
Chinese .410 gauge shotgun. 15” Barrel with bead foresight.
Metalwork retains original blue. Woodwork in GC with stag
horn on grip butt. GC ALR

223 - SPORTAMATIC MODEL 87A RIFLE
Semi automatic 22lr cal rifle. 24” threaded barrel with original open sights. Tube fed magazine. Metalwork retains most
original blue with some fading. VGC woodwork with sling
swivels. GWO&C ALR
224 - SEARS MODEL 42 .22LR RIFLE
22” Barrel with original open sights. 10R box magazine.
Bolt action receiver fitted with basic 4 power Weaver scope.
Metalwork retains near all original blue. VGC woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR

234 - TOZ .22 RIFLE
19” Barrel threaded with suppressor. Bolt action receiver
fitted with Leupold M8 - 4x scope. 5R box magazine. Metalwork retains most original blue. GC woodwork with sling
swivels. GC ALR

243 - .38 SPECIAL BRASS
Approximately 500 cases of .38 special brass. Brand new,
unprimed Starline brand. ExC
244 - .44 MAGNUM AMMO
100R of .44 magnum ammo. PMC brand 180gr JHP in original 50R packets. ExC ALR

238

245 - 7MM REM MAGNUM AMMO
Bag lot containing 40R of 7mm Rem Magnum ammo. Federal brand 150gr SP in original 20R packets. ExC ALR

239

229 - TOKAREV BRASS
100 cases of 7.62 Tokarev Brass. New, primed S&B brand,
plus approx 74 x 9mm Makarov. New primed cases. ExC
240

246 - 9.3X57 RELOADING COMPONENTS
Bag lot containing 9.3x57 Hornady two die set and 59 x
Norma 9.3x57 brass cases. In original packets and box. ExC
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247 - ASSORTED AMMO LOT
Bag lot containing assorted ammo including approx 30R of
MEN .308, 19R of 8mm Mauser and 36R of .410 gauge
Winchester and Fiocchi Brands. ExC ALR

264 - ASSORTED .22LR AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 1300R of assorted high velocity
.22lr ammo. Brands include Winchester Super Speed, CCI
Quik-shok, PMC Zapper and Aussie Ammo. VGC ALR

250

248 - .310 CADET AMMO
Approximately 70R of .310 cadet ammo and 27 brass cases.
Gunrunner and Kynoch Brands. GC ALR
249 - 303-25 RELOADING COMPONENTS
Bag lot containing 303-25 die set and approx 60 brass cases.
VGC

265 - H&K P7M13 PISTOL
Rare and collectable German Heckler and Koch “Squeeze
Cocker” semi automatic pistol, circa 1980s. 4” 9mm cal
barrel with original sights. The slide marked P7 M13 9x19
HECKLER & KOCH etc. The action is unique in that the
front of the grip must be squeezed to cock the pistol before
it will fire. Metalwork retains near all original blued finish.
ExC original black plastic grips. Contained in its original
plastic box with extra magazine. In as new ExWO&C B/
CLR

252

250 - WEBLEY MARK III PISTOL
British single shot target pistol. 9½ .22lr barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork has near all original blue finish. GC
right hand wooden target grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
251 - WEBLEY MKIII TARGET PISTOL
Single shot British break barrel pistol. 10” .22lr cal barrel with adjustable sights and Webley markings, also on
the frame. Metalwork with near all original blue finish.
GC brown wood grain synthetic right hand target grip.
VGWO&C B/CLR
252 - MARGOLIN PISTOL
Russian MUM .22lr semi auto pistol. 6” .22lr barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with most overall blue. GC right
hand plastic grips. GWO&C ALR

266 - SPITFIRE PISTOL
Good quality English semi automatic double/single action
pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, stainless steel slide and frame
with original fixed sights and without scratching. ExC original plastic grip and includes an extra magazine. In like new
ExWO&C B/CLR

254

267 - COLT TROOPER REVOLVER
US Colt Trooper MKIII double action revolver, circa 1977.
4” .357 cal barrel with correct Colt address, markings, caliber and adjustable sights. Metalwork is in ExC with barely
any cylinder drag line and nearly all original bright blue.
ExC original chequered walnut grips. Hard to find a better
example. ExWO&C B/CLR

255

253 - VOSTOK PISTOL
Russian semi auto pistol similar to previous lot but with barrel weight fitted. VGWO&C B/CLR
254 - YOUNG AMERICA REVOLVER
US Harrington & Richards double action small frame revolver. 4¼” .22rf octagonal barrel. Metalwork with most
nickel finish. Original hard rubber grips with chip on one
side. FWO&C CLR

268 - S&W MODEL 41 PISTOL
Highly regarded and desirable vintage semi auto target pistol. This pistol includes both the standard 5½” .22lr slab
sided barrel with adjustable sights plus the 8¼” compensated barrel. Metalwork with all Smith & Wesson markings
and retains nearly all deluxe bright blue finish. ExC target
wooden grips. Includes its original cardboard box with extra
magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

265

255 - SPORTOWAY PISTOL
.22lr cal pistol built from the Tokarev TT Pistol. 5” barrel
and slide with fixed sights and 1955 date etc. Metalwork
with near all original blue finish. ExC original grips. Requires a cartridge adaptor that the .22 bullets are loaded.
Unfortunately none are with the gun otherwise ExWO&C
B/CLR

269 - WALTHER P22 PISTOL
Compact variant of the German made semi automatic pistol.
3½” .22lr cal barrel, slide with original sight and all matte
black finish. ExC olive green polymer frame. Includes original box and extra magazine. Short variant is not often encountered in NZ. ExWO&C CLR

256 - SHOTGUN 12G TRAP AMMO
Box lot containing 250R of 12g Target ammo. 28grm 7½
shot Winchester and Mirage brands in original 25R packets.
ExC ALR

266

271 - S&W SPEEDLOADERS
Bag lot containing 10 .22 cal Speedloaders, six 22k and 4
22J Models. ExC

257 - .308 AMMO
140R of South African R1M1 Ball ammo. In original unopened battle pack. ExC ALR

272 - S&W SPEEDLOADERS AND GRIP
Bag lot containing 5 Model 29 speedloaders and a N frame
Pachmayr rubber grip. ExC

258 - .308 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
267

259 - .308 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
260 - .308 AMMO
Bag lot containing 100R of .308 ammo. 173gr Match brand
in original packets and 180gr Norma brand in original packet. VGC ALR

268

261 - 5.56 AMMO
100R of 5.56mm Ball M193 Ammo. PMC Brand in original
20R packets. VGC ALR
262 - .22LR AMMO
Bag lot containing 2000R of Winchester Super X and Winchester Super Speed 22 long rifle ammo. High velocity 40g
copper round nose cartridges in original 500R bricks. VGC
ALR
263 - .22LR AMMO
Same as previous lot. VGC ALR

270 - P22 ACCESSORY LOT
Walther factory accessories for the P22 pistol including silencer plus barrel adaptor, laser sight and red dot sight, all
in as new ExC

269

273 - COLT BOOK OF FIREARMS
2nd Edition by R L Wilson. This extremely large reference
book has long been considered the ultimate must have reference for the Colt collector. Hard cover, 590 pages, B&W
and colour pages. In like new ExC
274 - COLT PISTOLS BOOK
Colt Pistols 1836-1976 by RL Wilson. Deluxe 1st Edition
signed by the author. Hard cover, large format, 380 pages
with excellent colour photos. ExC
275 - MAUSER 1908 RIFLE
A Brazilian model 1908 contract Mauser by DWM. 29½”
7x57 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The
chamber with National Crest and the side rail with DWM
address. Metalwork retains nearly all bright blue finish to
the barrel and triggerguard and the action is correctly in the
white without staining. ExC original woodwork complete
with sling. Hard to find a better example for the discerning
collector. ExWO&C ALR
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276 - 1888 COMMISSION RIFLE
Late 19th Century German Gewehr 88 bolt action rifle. 30”
8mm cal barrel with original sleave in good condition and
fitted with original sights. The area in front of the chamber
is marked 8mm. The ring is marked WG STEYR 1890 etc
and the side of the receiver Gew 88. Metalwork has dark
patina and original grey white patina on the bolt section. The
bolt has a mis-matched number to the gun. VGC woodwork
complete with rod and swivel. VGWO&C ALR

287 - TWO AIR PISTOLS
Spanish Gamo single shot underleaver target .177 air pistol. Near all original blue. ExC faux wood grips, action is
strong. Also a US Smith & Wesson model 79G target air
pistol, .177 cal single shot powdered by CO2. Metalwork
with near all parkerised finish. VGC chequered wooden
grip. Seal has perished otherwise VGWO&C & VGC NLR

276

288 - BILLY CLUB
Wooden vintage Police baton. 36cm long with ribbed handle
and remains of where a leather lanyard was attached. GC

277

277 - PORTUGESE MAUSER RIFLE
Portugese Military model 1904/39 bolt action rifle. 24”
7.92x57 cal barrel with original sights with wing protectors.
The chamber is marked with Portugese crest and the side
rail with DWM Portugese M1904 contract marks. Metalwork retains near all overall blue, bolt and action are mismatched as often encountered on this model. ExC original
woodwork complete with swivels. VGWO&C ALR
278 - STEYR M1886 RIFLE
A Portugese Military contract Kropatschek bolt action rifle. 32” 8mm cal barrel with original sights. The receiver
marked E.W.F.G. STEYR 1886 Portugese Crown L.I and
M 1886. Metalwork has most overall dark patina. VGC
original woodwork complete with swivels and cleaning rod.
VGWO&C ALR

279

280

282

280 - BERTHIER CARBINE
French WWI model 1892/1916 bolt action carbine. 18”
8mm Lebel cal barrel with notched foresight, target rear and
bayonet lug and marked MAC 1917. The receiver is marked
MLE 1892 etc. Metalwork has dark overall patina, visible
numbers are matching. Original stock with typical checked
repairs at the wrist and behind the sight. GWO&C ALR

289

281 - 8X56R BRASS
Bag lot containing approx 100 cases of 8x56R unprimed
brass plus five magazine chargers for the Steyr M95. ExC

283

283 - EAST GERMAN FLARE PISTOL
LPI Model pistol 6½” octagonal round 26.5mm cal barrel
with proof marks. Metalwork with near all black paint original finish. ExC chequered plastic grips. VGWO&C NLR
284 - K98 STOCK
Complete walnut wooden stock and top wood for a Mauser
K98 rifle. Crisp banner cartouche on the butt as well as
Waffen amt marks. Includes swivel nose cap with bayonet
lug and swivels. Only a few very minor handling marks.
Hard to fine better. ExC ALR

286
293

292 - UZI S.M.G
A superb example of an Isreali Military Industries Submachine gun, circa 1980s. 10” 9mm cal barrel, the receiver
with original sights and marked S.M.G UZI 9mm IMI. The
three position selector marked ARS. Metalwork has near all
its original parkerised Military type finish. Steel underfolding stock and ExC plastic forend and grip. Includes its 32R
magazine. Unlike many of the recently available ex Isreali
Military issue UZI’s which show heavy use this example
is in as issued condition and would be hard to find a better
example for the discerning collector. ExWO&C CLR
293 - STAR Z70 S.M.G
Good quality Spanish Submachine gun. 8½” 9mm cal barrel with original sights and ventilated shroud in the front
of the tubular receiver. The trigger works as the semi/full
selector and the magazine well is marked STAR EIBAR
ESPANA MODELO 270. Metalwork has near all its orignal crackle textured finish and steel underfolding stock and
plastic grips. Includes its original box with cleaning rod and
manual. In as new ExWO&C CLR
294 - UZI PRO PISTOL
Modern IWI UZI pro semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, upper receiver with original sights, scope rail and markings. Metalwork with all original finish. Polymer one piece
receiver and grip with accessory rail. Includes its 25 shot
magazine plus an extra magazine. In as new ExWO&C CLR

291

295 - UZI MAGAZINES
Two 32 shot 9mm UZI S.M.G magazines. Near all parkerised finish. VGC
296 - UZI MAGAZINES
Same as previous lot. VGC

285 - K98 MAGAZINE / TRIGGER GUARD
The magazine/trigger guard section of a Mauser K98. Includes follower and screws. GC
286 - WALTHER M53 AIR PISTOL
Good quality German LP53 target air pistol. 9”.177 cal barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with near all original
finish. ExC plastic grips. Includes original box, action is
strong. ExWO&C NLR

290 - WALTHER AIR PISTOL
German Model 55 .177 cal match air rifle. Near all original
blue, VGC woodwork. VG-ExWO&C NLR
291 - MP5K S.M.G
German licensed production of the H&K MP5K Personal
Defence Weapon. 5” 9mm cal barrel. The receiver with original sight and is marked POF SMG PK05. Polymer trigger
group and grip with 4 postition selector (safe, semi, 3 shot
and full). Metalwork retains near all original finish. Side
folding stock and forward pistol grip. In as new ExWO&C
CLR Est $5500 - $7500

279 - STEYR M95 RIFLE
Austrian WWI period bolt action rifle. 30” 8x56R cal barrel
with original sights, bayonet lug and stacking hook. Chamber marked STEYR M95. Metalwork retains nearly all overall blue. All matching numbers, but the VGC correct stock
has been arsenal re-numbered to the gun. VGWO&C ALR

282 - SWISS FLARE GUN
Swiss model 1917/38 (Rakaten Pistole) flare gun. 11”.34mm
octagonal to round barrel. The frame marked WAFFENFABRIK NEUHAUSEN. Metalwork with most overall
original blue. VGC original bakelite grips complete with
sling. VGWO&C NLR

289 - LINCOLN JEFFRIES AIR PISTOL
BSA vintage .177 cal air rifle. Barrel with original sights,
the receiver with faint BSA markings. Metalwork with thinning blue and areas of scattered pitting. GC semi pistol grip
butt stock. GWO&C NLR

278

294

297 - UZI CASE AND ACCESSORIES
Black plastic UZI branded transport case to fit the folding
stock UZI carbine. Also includes IMI marked cleaning kit
plus sling, double mag clamp and speed loader and sight
tools. ExC
298 - AR-15 MAGAZINES
Two HK 30 shot steel AR-15 magazines. Near all thinning
blue finish with some staining. VGC
299 - AR-15 MAGAZINES
Two aluminium AR-15 magazines. One generic 30 shot and
one Colt stamped 30 shot. GC
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300 - L1A1 MAGAZINES
Two 20 shot magazines for the .308 SLR. Near all finish.
ExC

309 - AXIS PISTOLS BOOK
Axis Pistols by Still. WWII 50 year Commermorative issue.
Hard cover, large format, 360 pages, B&W photos. Again
well out of print reference book in as new ExC

304

301 - AK47 MAGAZINES
Two 30 shot Eastern European 7x39 cal AK47/56S magazines. In as issued ExC
302 - BLACK WIDOW LUGER
The famous WWII “Black Widow” 1941 Mauser Luger
pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel dated 41 over the chamber and
acceptance mark. The side of the chamber with the Eagle
over 655 sub variation 1. The toggle is code marked byf
for Mauser and the frame P08. Most overall original salt
blue black finish including the small parts, hence the name
“Black Widow”. Some holster pin prick wear to the side
plate and edges. All visible numbers including the magazine
are matching. ExC original black plastic grips. Includes its
original German Army black leather holster with 1941 GCX
makers mark, large PO8 and Waffen amt. Includes correct
spare magazine. Classic rare WWII rig. VGWO&C B/CLR

310 - KRIEGHOFF LUGER BOOK
Excellent reference book on the rare Luger pistol. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos and 280 pages in as new ExC
311 - WWII LUGER MAGAZINE
Late War PO8 extruded type magazine. Near all blued finish
with plastic base, fxo eagle 37 and P08 marked. Includes 8
inert armourers dummy rounds. ExC
313

312 - WWII LUGER MAGAZINE
Late war PO8 extruded type magazine with blued body and
alloy base plate, marked 122 eagle 37. ExC

307

313 - STEYR MODEL L RIFLE
20”.243 cal barrel with original sights and hammer forge
detailing. The receiver with Steyr Daimler markings and
fitted with period vintage Kahles scope with swing off QR
mounts. Near all original blue finish and action has set trigger. Full wood stock with repair near magazine well and bolt
handle as well as the plastic magazine housing otherwise
VGWO&C ALR

303 - 1940 LUGER PISTOL
Fine example of a WWII Luger pistol from the Murray Willis collection. 4” 9mm cal barrel. English proof mark on
the underside (also on toggle and side of chamber). Correct
Waffen amt 655 markings etc. are also on the gun. Toggle
is code marked 42 (MAUSER) and Chamber dated 1940.
All matching numbers including the magazine. Metalwork
retains near all original salt blue finish including small parts.
There are 4 notches on the right hand upper grip. Complete with its 1939 dated brown leather holster with makers and Waffen amt marks complete with spare magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR
304 - 1940 POLICE LUGER
WWII Nazi German rare E/C variation (only 1100 made)
Police issued Luger pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, the toggle
date 1940 and has Nazi commercial proof as well as Eagle C Police proof. The toggle is marked with the Mauser
banner logo and the side plate has Police safety rear lever.
All matching numbers except the magazine. Metalwork retains near all original salt blue finish. ExC original wooden
grips. Complete with its correct 1939 dated Police type and
marked holster with spare magazine. ExWO&C CLR

314

315 - VINTAGE 98 RIFLE
Vintage pre war small ring Mauser 98 sporting bolt action
rilfe. 26” 7x64 cal barrel with iron sights. The receiver without markings has double set trigger and with QR mounts
and Zeiss 6x42 scope. Metalwork has near all blue. ExC
chequered wooden stock. ExWO&C ALR

305
315

316 - MANNLICHER M72 RIFLE
Austria Mannlicher Shonauer M72 bolt action sporting rifle,
circa 1975. 24” 7x64 cal barrel with original sights. Receiver with M5 markings, double set trigger and QR swing off
mount and German scope. Metalwork has most blue thinning in the barrel which has a small bulge but according
to the vendor still fires accurate. VGC original woodwork.
GWO&C ALR

305 - M1 GARAND RIFLE
US Military semi automatic rifle. 34” 30.06 barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver marked US RIFLE
CAL 30 MI SPRINGFIELD ARMOURY and serial number
to December 1953. Metalwork with near all parkerised finish. VGC woodwork complete with swivels. VG-ExWO&C
ELR
306 - WALTHER G43 RIFLE
WWII Nazi German Gewehr 43 semi automatic rifle. 22”
7.92mm cal barrel with correct sights, marked on the side
underneath the rear sight with 359 Waffen amt, G43 and
ac44 (Walther 1944). Metalwork with near all original finish
and typical rough cast finish. Includes correct K43 Waffen
amt marked magazine. The woodwork has been refinished
at some point and is in ExC. Also includes an aftermarket
gas flow regulator to reduce the common bolt bounce fault
plus a twin cell magazine pouch. VGWO&C ELR
307 - THOMPSON S.M.G
US WWII period model 1928A1 submachine gun. 12½”
fluted .45 acp cal barrel with Cutts compensator fitted. The
receiver with basic battle sight and with all correct markings with Auto Ordnance prefix. Lower receiver has been renumbered to the gun. Metalwork with all over arsenal finish.
VGC woodwork complete with swivels. Includes its 20 shot
magazine, plus an extra 20 shot and two 30 shot magazines.
ExWO&C CLR
308 - WWII LUGER BOOK
Third Reich Lugers and Their Accessories by Still. Hard
cover, large format, 291 pages, B&W photos. Hard to find
out of print reference book in like new ExC.

314 - MAUSER 98 RIFLE
German sporting 98 action rifle, circa 1991. 24” 7x64 cal
barrel with original iron sights. Chamber with banner logo
and Obendorf address on the rail, fitted with swing off QR
mounts with 6x40 scope. Action has double set triggers.
Near all original blue. ExC original walnut stock. ExWO&C
ALR

316

317 - BREDA SHOTGUN
Good quality Italian semi automatic shotgun. 24” 12g barrel with three interchangable external chokes. The action
is profusely deluxe hand engraved in the white. The barrel
and top of the action retain near all bright blue. ExC walnut
woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
318 - BENELLLI SHOTGUN
Italian semi auto model SL80 shotgun. 27” 12g barrel with
½ choke. Engraved action in the white and metalwork with
near all bright blue, ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
319 - SIMPSON SHOTGUN
Vintage German side by side shotgun. 27½” 12g barrel with
full chokes, thinning blue and Suhl address. Engraved boxlock action with twin triggers. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C
ALR

319

320 - LEUPOLD VARIX III SCOPE
6.5 - 20x40 power telescopic sight, black gloss finish. ExC

317

321 - BURRIS C4 SCOPE
4.5 - 14x42mm scope with 30mm tube and cartridge calibrated custom clicker feature. Approx $700 US retail value.
As new in original box. ExC
322 - BURRIS SCOPE
Scout 2-7.5 power long eye relief scope. Appears to be unused and has original box. ExC

15
323 - BUSHNELL AR SCOPE
Model 1-4x24 scope. Includes original packaging and appears unused. ExC

333

326

324 - PALM SQUEEZER PISTOL
Very rare antique, circa 1890’s, Chicago Firearms Co ‘Protector’ pistol. 1½” .32 extra short rim fire caliber barrel. 7
shot internal rotary chambers with double action mechanism. The side plate is marked CHICAGO FIREARM CO
CHICAGO ILL and has matching serial number to the gun,
the otherside marked with patent information. Metalwork
retains near all its original finish and the dark brown hard
rubber grips are in ExC. Hard to find a better example of
these unique and rare pistols. ExWO&C CLR

333 - WINCHESTER 73 CARBINE
US model 1873 saddle ring carbine, circa 1923 (last year
of manufacture). 20” 44-40 cal round barrel with notched
foresight and with late type adjustable rear sight plus full
length magazine. The barrel is marked with two line address
and 44 WCF caliber marking and factory proof marks. The
receiver with original sliding dust cover and sadle ring. The
tang is marked MODEL 1873 - WINCHESTER - TRADE
MARK etc. Metalwork has grey patina with dark sections
in recessed areas, there is some pitting around the front of
the receiver and on the barrel where it meets the forend.
GC woodwork with aged repair at the bottom of the butt.
GWO&C ALR

328
337

325 - BALLARD DERINGER
Very rare and unusual US CH Ballard single shot Deringer,
circa 1870. 2 13/16” .41 RF cal octagonal to round barrel
marked BALLARD’S on top and the side marked CH BALLARD & CO/WORCHESTER MASS/DAT’D JUNE 22
1869. The barrel has dark grey patina with areas of blue near
the chamber. The brass frame retains some of its Nickel finish. ExC original walnut birds head grips. Only a few thousand of these were made. VGWO&C CLR
326 - WHITNEY REVOLVER
Antique US Whitney model No1 spun trigger revolver. 3
⅛” .22RF octagonal barrel marked WHITNEYVILLE ARMOURY CT USA. Metalwork has dark overall patina with
areas of original blue and the brass frame has nice original
aged patina. VGC original rosewood grips. VGWO&C CLR
327 - MARBLES GAME GETTER PISTOL
US vintage, circa 1920s model 1921 Game Getter double
barrel pistol. 18”.22lr barrel over .44CF or .410 shotgun calibers and fitted with original sights with rotating rear peep
sight. The chamber is marked with caliber on one side and
Marbles logo and Gladstone address on the other. Metalwork is in ExC and retains nearly all original blue and case
coloured small parts. ExC original wooden grip with plated
rolled sheet metal underfolding stock. Also includes its period leather holster. ExWO&C CLR

338
334

334 - WINCHESTER 92 RIFLE
US Model 1892 lever action rifle, circa 1911. 24” 32-20 cal
round barrel with ½ magazine and original sights plus address, 32 W.C.F and proof markings. The tang is marked
MODEL 1892 - WINCHESTER - TRADEMARK etc. Metalwork has thinning original blue to the barrel and dark grey
patina to the action. GC woodwork with handling marks etc.
G-VGWO&C ALR
335 - WINCHESTER 92 CARBINE
Antique, circa 1896, 1892 saddle ring carbine. 20” 44-40 cal
round barrel with full mag, sights and Winchester address
and caliber. Metalwork with dark patina with some aged pitting. Woodwork has been cleaned back and one side of the
butt is cracked and chequered at the wrist. FWO&C ALR

332

336 - WINCHESTER 94 CARBINE
US lever action, circa 1972. 20” 30.30 cal barrel with full
mag, sight and markings. Most overall blue with some
flaking on the edges of the receiver. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

331

328 - STEVENS POCKET RIFLE
Antique, circa 1884-96, new model Vernier pocket pistol.
10”.22rf round barrel, the octagonal breech marked with
Stevens Chicopee Falls address. The receiver and skeleton
stock retain near all original nickel finish and the barrel has
most thinning original blue. ExC original wooden grips. The
Vernier sight is missing the ladder. VG-ExWO&C CLR

337 - MARLIN MODEL 39 RIFLE
Vintage US lever action rifle. 24”.22lr octagonal barrel
with full length magazine, original sights and New Haven
address. Action is take down type and metalwork has dark
patina with traces of blue. GC semi pistol grip wooden stock
and forend. VGWO&C ALR

335

336

329 - COLT ARMY REVOLVER
Antique US Military Civil War, circa 1863, percussion
revolver. 8” .44 cal round barrel with silver foresight and
marked -ADDRESS COL. SAML COLT NEW-YORK US
AMERICA- The early 3 screw frame is marked COLT’S
PATENT. All serial numbers in the 64 thousand range, except the wedge, are matching (the wedge appears to be an un
numbered period replacement). Metalwork has dark patina
with faint case colours, brass trigger guard and blued back
strap fitted with original oil stained grips with inspectors
cartouch. VGWO&C NLR

330

330 - STARR MODEL 1858 REVOLVER
US Military Starr Arms Company model 1858 D/A percussion revolver. 5” .44 cal barrel, 6 shot round cylinder. The
frame marked STAR ARMS CO NEW YORK as well as
patent information on the other side. Metalwork has dark
overall plum coloured patina, original grips with inspectors
mark and 5 notches on the right hand side. VGWO&C NLR
331 - REMINGTON MODEL 8 RIFLE
US semi-automatic Remington model 8 rifle. 22” .35 cal
barrel. Fitted with ‘Marbles’ fold down peep sight. 5 shot
internal magazine. Metalwork has thinning blue overall on
barrel and receiver. Woodwork in GC with steel butt plate
on stock. The model 8 was well known as being used in
the fatal shootout of Bonnie & Clyde. Includes three extremely rare stripper clips and 107R of 35 REM ammunition. VGWO&C ALR

332 - REMINGTON MODEL 12 RIFLE
Pump action .22 short and 22 long rifle. 24” Octagonal barrel with open sights, marked with Remington address and
patent dates. Metalwork has dark brown patina with mild
staining. Woodwork has a few handling marks but is in otherwise VGWO&C ALR

339

340

341

338 - MARLIN MODEL 92 RIFLE
Vintage lever action Marlin in 22 short and 22 long rifle.
24” Barrel with adjustable open sights. Tube fed magazine.
Metalwork has dark brown patina thinning on receiver with
mild staining on the barrel. Woodwork shows wear and handling marks. GWO&C ALR
339 - SILENCED COLT PISTOL
Vintage Colt Woodsman semi auto pistol with custom overbarrel supressor. 10”.22lr overall barrel length with silencer
fitted with foresight. The receiver with adjustable rear and
marked COLT AUTOMATIC CAL .22 LONG RIFLE. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. ExC chequered original grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
340 - SILENCED RUGER PISTOL
US Ruger Mark II Target model semi auto pistol with custom overbarrel supressor. 9” .22lr overall barrel length with
supressor fitted with foresight receiver with adjustable rear
sight. Metalwork has most overall finish with some staining
to the suppressor. VGC original plastic grips. VGWO&C
B/CLR
341 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER
Vintage, circa 1970’s single action revolver. 6¼” .22RF cal
barrel with original sights, 6 shot, .22lr cylinder plus a .22
magnum cylinder. Metalwork retains near all original blue
with only slight drag mark to one of the cylinders. ExC
original grips. Includes its original cardboard box and paper
work. ExWO&C B/CLR

16
342 - RUGER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER
US single action revolver. 4½” .41 mag cal barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC
original grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

356 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military WWII SMLE carbine. 20” .303 cal barrel with original flash hider bayonet lug and sights. The
receiver with tangent sight and marked No 5 MK1. The
wrist marked M/470 1945 ENGLAND plus serial number
in electric pencil (also matching stamp on bolt). Metalwork
has most original enamel finish thinning on the barrel. VGC
woodwork. VG-ExWO&C ALR

342

343 - RUGER SECURITY SIX REVOLVER
US double action revolver. 6” .357 cal barrel with adjustable
sights. Stainless steel metalwork without significant scratches. ExC original wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

357 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military WWII No5 SMLE. 21” .303 cal barrel
with flash hider and fore sight but the bayonet lug has been
ground. Receiver marked NO5 MKI ROF (F) ?/45. The
wrist is marked ENGLAND and serial number which is
matching on the bolt. Metalwork has near all finish. ExC
woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

343

344 - BREN GUN
British Military WWII MKI Bren light machine gun. 24”
.303 cal correct MKI barrel with forward section in white
metal, original sight & carry handle. The receiver is marked
BREN MKI M INGLIS 1942 (Canada) as well as ordnance
marks. Left hand side is fitted with its dial operated rear
sight and three position selector. Metalwork has most overall finish. VGC woodwork, adjustable MKI bipod and includes it 1942 dated sling and magazine. VGWO&C CLR

350

345 - DP MACHINE GUN
Russian WWII light machine gun. 24” 7.62x54R cal barrel
with flash hider and sights. The receiver with tangent rear
sight and 1944 date and fitted with its Pan magazine. Metalwork has near all arsenal blue. VGC butt stock with oil
bottle. Complete with bipod. ExWO&C CLR

359 - SIAMESE LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
A Siamese/Thailand contract No1 MKIII bolt action rifle.
25” .303 cal barrel with original sights. The wrist is marked
B.S.A Co and the otherside with Thai Tiger mark. Most
overall dark blued patina. VGC woodwork complete with
sling.

346 - VZ 59 MACHINE GUN
Czech Cold War period light machine gun. 23” 7.62x54R
cal barrel with original flash hider, sights and carry handle.
The receiver with tangent rear sight and is marked CZ0
1969. Metalwork has near all original enamel finish and serial numbers are matching. ExC wooden butt stock and grip.
Includes its original leather sling plus its side mounted belt
feed drum with 50R link plus an original ammo can with
6x50R ExWO&C CLR
347 - BREN BARREL
Spare barrel for a MKI .303 cal Bren gun, complete with
carry handle. VGC

360 - LONG TOM RIFLE
NZ Military Lee Enfield MKI rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel from
SMLE fitted (most likely arsenal conversion) with original
sights. The wrist marked BSA Co. Metalwork with most
overall dark patina. GC woodwork with NZ marked butt
plate complete with slings. VGWO&C ALR

346

351

348 - BREN SHELL CATCHER
Spent shell case catcher for the BREN L.M.G. Steel and
canvas construction. VGC

366

350 - LUFTWAFFE HUNTING KNIFE
Rare WWII Luftwaffe forestry dagger/hunting knife. 20cm
speer point blade marked Ch A.W WAFFEN LOESCHE
BERLIN. Some stainning to the steel guard, antler handle
with 3 rivets. Complete with blued scabbard. VGC

363 - NO4 BAYONET
Similar to previous lot but bakelite scabbard. VGC
364 - PATTERN 07’ BAYONET
NZ Military marked SMLE bayonet, 43cm. Ordnance
marked blade dated 11 17. The pommel marked N.Z.A 21.1.
GC wooden grips, no scabbard. VGC

352

351 - G98 BAYONET
Gewehr M1898/05 bayonet. 36 cm blade without sawback
and is marked ALEX COPPELL SOLINGEN, most blued
finish some pin pricking to the fittings. GC wood grips,
complete with scabbard. GC

365 - BROWN BESS BAYONET
Bayonet for the land pattern musket. 43cm triangular blade,
dark patina. VGC

356

366 - FNFAL RIFLE
Belgian made automatic rifle. 23” .308 cal barrel with original flash hider and iron sights. The receiver is marked FABRIQUE NATIONALE D’ARMES GUERRE HERSTAL
BELGIQUE FAL CAL 7.62. Metalwork has thinning overall blue turning grey on the edges. VGC original synthetic
furniture complete with carry handle, 20 shot magazine and
aftermarket scope rail. VGWO&C CLR

358

353 - SPANISH BOLO BAYONET
WWII period Spanish M1941 Mauser bayonet. 25cm blade
worn wooden grips and includes its matching number steel
scabbard. GC
354 - YUGOSLAVIAN MAUSER BAYONET
29cm blade marked CSZ H and with fuller on one side.
Cross guard with ring. GC wooden grips. Includes scabbard. GC
355 - M1871/74 BAYONET
German Gewear M1871/84 bayonet. 25cm blade with
fuller extending almost to the end. Marked SIMSON & CO
SUHL. VGC wooden grips without scabbard. GC

361 - PATTERN 07’ BAYONET
British Military WWI SMLE sword bayonet. 43cm blade
with 4 13 date, Royal Cypher and Wilkinson marks. GC
wooden grips complete with scabbard. GC
362 - NO4 BAYONET
Spike bayonet for the NO4 SMLE marked NO4 MKII.
Complete with steel scabbard. VGC

349 - EN BLOCKS
Five magazine chargers for the MI Garand rifle. VGC

352 - ARGENTINE MAUSER BAYONET
Model 1909 Mauser sword bayonet. 40cm blade marked
D.G.F.M (F.M.A.P) Sable Bayoneta Mauser Mod 1909
C.F.S. Some staining to the blade and guard. GC wooden
grips and steel scabbard. GC

358 - SMLE NO4 RIFLE
Scarce British Military Lee Enfield NO4 MKI bolt action rifle (Not no.4 MKI*). 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights.
The receiver with basic battle sight and marked NO4 MKI.
The wrist broad arrow marked and M 1942 plus serial number, matching on bolt. Metalwork with most overall finish.
GC woodwork complete with sling. VG-ExWO&C ALR

359

367 - POLISH AKM
Polish Military assault rifle. 15½” 7.62x39 cal barrel with
bayonet lug and original sights. The receiver with 3 position selector and is dated 1969 and Radom arsenal mark.
Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. ExC laminated
wood stock and faux wood pistol grip complete with 30R
magazine and bayonet. Hard to find better. ExWO&C CLR
B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue
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368 - AK74 RIFLE
Soviet select fire assault rifle. 15” 5.45x39 cal barrel with
muzzle break, sights and bayonet lug. The receiver with
star ordnance mark and 1981 date. Metalwork with near all
parkerised sand texture finish. ExC laminate stock and faux
wood plastic pistol grip and magazine. ExWO&C CLR

379 - PPK PISTOL
Post war, circa 1958, French Manuhrin PPK semi auto pistol. 3¼”.32 acp cal barrel, slide with original fixed sights
and marked Manuhrin lic EXCL Walther etc (this is a licensed copy from Walther and the first post war PPKs).
Metalwork retains near all bright original blue. ExC original
faux wood grips. Includes its original box with test target
manual and extra magazine. Hard to find better in as new
ExWO&C CLR

379

369 - RPK DRUM MAGAZINE
Rare early Soviet top loading forward angled drum magazine for the RPK light machine gun, also fits the AK47/56
series of firearms. In original greese paper and as new ExC
370 - 40R AK MAGAZINE
Steel 40R AK47x39 cal magazine. Near all parkerised finish. In as new ExC.

382

368

371 - TWO AK MAGAZINES
Two 30 shot Eastern European 7x39 AK magazines. ExC

381 - COLT 1911 .22 CONVERSION
Factory .22lr conversion kit for the Colt .45/38 super pistol,
circa 1970s. The kit consists of a slide with adjustable sight
fitted (missing elevation screw) and marked CONVERSION UNIT COLT AUTOMATIC CAL 22LR etc, plus barrel with floating chamber, recoil, spring, ejector, slide stop
and magazine. Contained in its slightly tatty faux cardboard
Colt box with original instructions. Some scratching to the
slide and a few pin prick stains but most blue. GWO&C

372 - AK 47 BAYONET
Early type Russian AK47 bayonet. 20cm blade and black
resin grips. Complete with steel scabbard and frog. ExC
373 - AK47 BAYONET
Vietnamese made bayonet. 15cm blade with wire cutter
hole, brown/red plastic grips with star circle mark and 21
circle mark. Plastic scabbard and frog. ExC

374

374 - WWII LUGER PISTOL
An extremely nice condition 1936 dated Nazi period Military Luger pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with proof and serial
number which is matching with the rest of the gun except
the magazine chamber, was the first year with full 1936
date during the Nazi period and is Waffen amt marked on
the side with Eagle 63 marks, the toggle is code marked for
Mauser S/42. Metalwork has most original blue thinning on
the grip straps and holster wear points. Straw colours on the
small parts are still evident. VGC grips with small chip on
the right hand side. Correct blued magazine with alloy base
plate. Includes its correct original 1936 dated and makers
marked black leather holster with extra magazine and stripping tool. ExWO&C B/CLR

383 - 1911 SHOULDER HOLSTER
Original WWII M7 standard issue shoulder holster for the
Colt pistol. Embossed US on the front and US ENGER
KRESS on the back. ExC
384 - COLT 1911 MAGS AND GRIPS
Two 1911 blued magazines marked 1911 cal .45 acp on the
slide and an original 1918 dated US Military web pouch
(also issued in WWII) plus a pair of brown walnut grips and
a pair of plastic ‘Colt Wood’ grips. ExC

377

385 - IMPERIAL LUGER BOOK
Imperial Lugers and Their Accessories VOL 4 by Still. Hard
cover, large format, 220 pages, B&W and colour photos.
Long out of print and highly sort after by Luger collectors
and selling for high prices on Ebay. Like new ExC

378

376 - COLT 911A1 PISTOL
US Military issue WWII, circa 1943, semi automatic pistol. 5” .45acp cal barrel , the slide with original sights and
is marked with the Colt address, patent info and rampant
horse. The frame is marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY
M1911A1 US ARMY and WB inspectors mark and cross
cannons etc. Metalwork has near all its original parkerised
finish with some pin prick marks. ExC ‘Colt Wood’ grips.
Includes a correct period commercial magazine. VGWO&C
CLR

378 - BROWNING 1900 PISTOL
3¾ .32 acp cal barrel, slide with original sights and cocking indicator as well as FN Herstal address and proof marks
etc. Metalwork with near all original blue showing slight
wear to the edges. VGC FN logo hard rubber grips. VGExWO&C CLR

382 - COLT 1911 SHOULDER STOCK
A vintage, circa early 20th century, shoulder stock to suit a
Colt 1911 pistol. The stock uses a replacement mainspring
housing (included) that the stock slides and locks on similar
to an Artillery Luger and the stock is a similar wooden board
style. The metal fittings have most parkerised grey type finish. Most likely Argentinian. VGC

376

375 - 1916 LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German WWI P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, chamber with 1916 date and the toggle marked DWM. The gun
has English proof on the left hand side as well as under the
barrel. Right hand side has imperial German proofs. Metalwork has near all original rust blue finish and faint straw
colours, showing typical holster wear to the high points. All
serial numbers including the magazine are matching. VGC
original grips and includes its 1916 dated holster with correct spare magazine and strapping tool. ExWO&C B/CLR

377 - BOLO MAUSER PISTOL
German semi automatic Broom handle pistol, circa 1920s.
4” .30 MAUSER cal barrel with Obendorf address, receiver
with tangent sight, frame with Banner logo and address.
Metalwork has all over reblue. VGC plain wooden grips
without lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

380 - MODEL 1935A PISTOL
French Military semi auto pistol. 4.2” 7.65 L barrel, slide
with original sight and safety. Frame marked ML 1935 - A
S.A.C.M and metalwork has near all parkerised finish. VGC
original black plastic grips with lanyard ring at base. Missing firing pin otherwise VGC CLR

386 - MAUSER PISTOL BOOK
The Mauser Self Loading Pistol by Belford and Dunkep.
Hard cover, large format, B&W photos with 208 pages.
Classic reference book. VGC

380

387 - AR7 EXPLORER RIFLE
A collectable semi automatic US Armalite AR7 Explorer
survival rifle, where the mechanism and barrel is stored in
the floating butt. 15½” .22lr cal barrel with original sights.
The receiver with Costa Mesa address and logo. Metalwork
has near all original finish. ExC camo synthetic butt stock.
One of the best examples we have seen. ExWO&C ALR

388

388 - ANSCHUTZ 1422 RIFLE
German, circa 1980s, bolt action sporting rifle. 23” .22lr
barrel with original sights. The receiver with Ulm West German markings. Metalwork retains near all bright blue finish.
Fitted with 4 power scope. Deluxe chequered woodwork
with handling marks fitted with 5 shot plus an extra 10 shot
magazine. VGWO&C ALR

387

389

389 - FAREWELL EDITION CZ452 RIFLE
Limited edition, last of the model, 1 of 1000 farewell edition
deluxe bolt action rifle. 22” .22lr blued barrel without sights
and marked one of one thousand. The action with engraving marked 452-2E ZKM AMERICAN. Metalwork has all
original bright blue and fine small parts. ExC deluxe chequered walnut stock. Includes original box. ExWO&C ALR
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390 - CZ 452 RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle. 16” target length .22lr barrel
fitted with silencer and without sight. Action and barrel are
nickel plated, fitted with I rings. ExC metalwork and synthetic stock. Includes its 5 shot magzine. ExWO&C ALR

402 - BARNARD 07 RIFLE
Bolt action Barnard 07 Target rifle. 25” .308 cal stainless
barrel and alluminium forend. Receiver is fitted with Burris
P.E.P.R mounts and a Leupold 6-18 VX2 scope. Stock is
fully adjustable with cheek riser and 4 way butt pad. Includes bipod 6-9”pod. ExWO&C ALR

399

391 - BRNO MODEL 2 RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle, circa 1966. 24”.22lr cal barrel with original forsight but rear sight has been removed.
The receiver is fitted with Weaver T-10 scope. Metalwork
retains near all original bright blue. VGC walnut stock with
some handling marks. VGWO&C ALR

403 - 338 LAPUA AMMO
Box lot containing 50R of .338 Lapua Magnum ammo. Custom cartridge brand in case-gard box. ExC ALR

392
394

392 - CZ 452 RIFLE
Czech model 452-2E ZKM bolt action rifle. 20” .22lr cal
barrel with original sights. The receiver fitted with Leupold
VX1 2-7 power scope. Metalwork retains near all original
blue finish. ExC Manlicher type full wood walnut stock.
ExWO&C ALR
393 - AMT 22 RIFLE
High quality US all stainless steel copy of the Ruger 10/22
renowned for their quality. 21” heavy .22 lr cal barrel. The
receiver marked AMT SMALL GAME HUNTER II and fitted with Redfield scope. VGC synthetic stock and has/uses
Ruger rotary magazine. VG-ExWO&C ALR

405 - COLT POCKETLITE PISTOL
Mustang pocketlite model pistol. 2½” .380 cal barrel, the
stainless steel slide with original fixed sights and Colt markings. The frame is alloy for reduced weight and has matte
grey finish. ExC original Colt logo rubber grips. These are
the smallest of the modern Colt pocket pistols and are now
seldom seen and this includes the original box and paperwork in as new ExWO&C CLR

401

406 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL
Vintage pocket vest pistol. 2¼” .25 acp cal barrel, slide with
integral sights and marked FABRIQUE NATIONALE. Metalwork has near all original blue but shows overall minor
handling marks. Browning logo original plastic grips with
some scuffing. Original magazine. VGWO&C CLR

394 - OAK LEAVES AND SWORDS
WWII German Oak leaves and swords addition to the
Knights cross. Marked 900 silver L/50 (Godet of Berlin as
per page 237 of Bowens book). Tested at the time of cataloging by NZ Mint and has correct silver content. ExC
395 - ARMY PARACHUTE BADGE
WWII Nazi Army Parachute award. Marked CE JUNCKER
BERLIN SW. Some tarnishing to the gilt. VGC

402

396 - PARACHUTE STICK PIN
WWII Luftwaffe parachute stick pin. 5½ cm high with gilt
Eagle holding Swastika and ribbed pin. VGC
397 - HITLER CUFF TITLE
German WWII SS Adolf Hitler cuff band. Some damage at
the edge of the silver border and shows age wear. VGC

405

398 - SPANISH CROSS
Nazi German Spanish Civil award in silver without swords.
Convex shape with flat curved pin and marked with BSW
logo. Some tarnishing and contained in its green case with
red valour lining. VGC
399 - GERMAN GOLD CROSS
A stunning example of a WWII Nazi German Gold Cross.
Early heavy version with 4 hollow rivets, 5 piece construction. The die struck pin is clearly makers marked 1 for Deschler & Son. The Swastika retains all enamel with slight
surface wear scratching and the wreath with most gilt and
1941 date. Contained in its original black box with white
silk and black felt lining with similar wear to the badge
which shows a nice amount of light wear. A nice example
for the discerning collector. ExC
400 - BARRETT M95 RIFLE
US Barrett Model 95 Bolt Action Rifle. 30” .50 BMG cal
fluted barrel. Two port fanned muzzel brake. Barrel and
receiver in parkerized finish. Bullpup design minimizes
overall length to 45 inches. Folding adjustable bi-pod. Includes original Swarouski 10x45 50 BMG scope and original 5 shot magazine. The original foam rubber butt plate
is starting to break up, is missing a piece and has a repair.
ExWO&C ALR Est $5500 $7000
401 - SAVAGE 110 BA RIFLE
Bolt action Savage 338 Lapua Sniper rifle. 28” fluted barrel
fitted with 3.5” muzzel brake. Receiver has four picatinny
rail mounts with the top fitted with a Bushnell Elite 6500
4.5-30x50 scope. Rifle includes telescopic 6-9” swivelling bi-pod and original box magazine. In usused as new
ExWO&C ALR

404 - .338 LAPUA AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 42R of .338 Lapua Magnum
ammo. Custom cartridge brand. ExC ALR

411

406

407 - OWA VEST PISTOL
A rare Early 20th Century Austrian Osterriche Werke Anstalt vest pistol based of the Belgian Clement 1907 pistol. 2”
.25 acp cal barrel with fixed sights and marked PATENTEE
IN ALLEN KULTURSTAATEN and the side CAL 6.35
ARSENA VIENNA AUSTRIA and proof marks. Metalwork
retains nearly all original bright blue finish as well as bright
fire blue on the safety, straw colour on the take down lever
and jeweld finish on the breech. ExC original black. OWA
logo hard rubber grips. Hard to find a better example in like
new ExWO&C CLR
408 - STAR MODEL CO PISTOL
Good quality Spanish vest/pocket pistol, circa 1941-57. 2¼”
.25 acp cal barrel with original sight, the slide with chamber
indicator and marked with STAR Eibar address. Metalwork
with near all original bright blue and case coloured hammer.
ExC original star trade mark bakelite grips. Contained in its
original cardboard box with paperwork and extra magazine.
In like new ExWO&C CLR

407

409 - UNION POCKET PISTOL
Spanish pistol based on the Browning 1906 pistol. 2¼”
.25 acp ca barrel, the slide marked AUTOMATIC PISTOL
´UNION I’ CAL 6.35. Frame with side safety. Metalwork
retains near all original blue. ExC original bakelite grips.
ExWO&C CLR

408

410 - SIG P230 PISTOL
Swiss semi auto pistol. 3½” 9mm Police (9x18 Ultra) caliber barrel. The slide with fixed sight and Sig Sauer markings. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC original
wooden grips. Includes original box plus extra magazine. In
unused ExWO&C CLR

412
409

410

411 - L1A1 RILFE
Ex NZ Military SLR. 16” .308 cal barrel with custom flash
hider, gas block and receiver with original sights. The receiver fitted with scope rail and the forend is a Legion Arms
multi rail system. Metalwork with near all matte black finish. Aftermarket synthetic butt stock. Original pistol grip
and 20 shot magazine. ExWO&C ELR
412 - AUSTRALIAN AUTO ARMS RIFLE
Circa 1980s, semi auto rifle. 16” .556 cal barrel with original flash hider sights and bayonet lug. The receiver marked
AUSTRALIAN AUTOMATIC ARMS etc. Metalwork has
near all original blue finish. ExC original synthetic furnture.
Includes its 20 shot AR15 magazine. ExWO&C ELR
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413 - RUGER MINI 14 RIFLE
18”.223 cal stainless steel barrel and action with original
foresight. Rear sight has been removed to fit scope rail and
Weaver scope. ExC wooden stock and synthetic hand guard,
includes its 5 shot magazine. VGWO&C ALR

is cracked through the wrist on one side and has an old repair, bullet trap box on the underside is engraved. FWO&C
ALR

415

425 - SAUER HORNET RIFLE
European single shot Tell rifle. 25½” .22 Hornet barrel that
has been sleeved from 9.3x57 in England. Fitted with twin
leaf rear and fixed front sight and marked J P SAUER &
SOHN with caliber and British proofs as well as factory
claw mount bases. The action has twin set trigger & borderline engraving with staining to the white metal finish while
the barrel has most blue. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

414

414 - REMINGTON WOODMASTER RIFLE
US model 742 semi auto rifle. 22” 30.06 cal barrel with iron
sights and Remington Ilion address. Receiver with Bushnell
Banner 3-9 scope. Metalwork retains near all original blue
finish. ExC chequered woodwork. Includes its detachable
box magazine. ExWO&C ALR
415 - WINCHESTER M100 RIFLE
US semi auto sporting rifle. 22” 308 cal barrel with original
sights and Winchester markings. The receiver with scope
rail fitted and custom bolt handle. Metalwork with near all
blue. VGC chequered walnut stock. Includes its original detachable box magazine. VGWO&C ALR
416 - BERETTA 1201 SHOTGUN
Italian made semi auto shotgun. 20” 12g cylinder bore barrel with original sights and 2¾” chamber and full length
magazine. Metalwork with near all original matte black finish. ExC synthetic furniture. ExWO&C ALR

426 - PES SUPPRESSOR
A .30 cal NZ made PES sound moderator model ML with
½ x20 UNF thread. Mild scuff marks on end of tube. VGC
427 - BIPOD AND SUPPRESSOR
Bag lot containing a bi pod and mounts with extendable
legs, 9” to 13”. NcSTAR brand. Also included is a small .22
lr suppressor. VGC

422

416

417 - HIGH STANDARD SHOTGUN
US model K1211 pump action shotgun. 28” full choke barrel with makers marks. The action is marked NZ MOUNTAIN SAFETY. Metalwork retains near all bright blue. GC
woodwork with handling marks. GWO&C ALR

429 - AK MAGAZINES
Two 20 shot 7x39 Eastern European AK magazines. Near
all finish.
430 - COLT NS TARGET REVOLVER
US Colt New Service flat top target double action revolver,
circa 1914. 7½” .455 cal barrel with original target sights
and marked with Colt address and patents ending in 1905
as well as New Service 455 Eley and London proofs (also
on the cylinder flutes). Metalwork retains near all original
bright blue finish with some minor scratching and thinning
at the muzzle. The trigger and grip are correctly chequered
and ExC original chequered walnut Colt medalion grips.
Base fitted with lanyard loop. A nice example for the discerning Colt collector. ExWO&C B/CLR

418 - AR15 MAGAZINES
Three polymer 30 shot 223 cal AR15 magazines. One
PMAG brand and two EMAG brand. GC
419 - AR15 FURNITURE
Olive green synthetic AZ butt stock and plate, ribbed forend
and A2 grip. VGC
420 - AR15 BUTT STOCK
Black synthetic A category butt stock. VGC
421 - G3 BUTT STOCK
Black synthetic “A Cat” butt stock for the H&K G3 rifle.
VGC
422 - SAUER M3000 DRILLING
Nice quality German three barrel drilling. 25” 16g barrels
over a 7x65R cal rifle barrel with matted central rib and
automatic rear sights. The barrels have Krupp special steel
mark Sauer & Sohn address model and cal markings and is
fitted with factory quick release claw mount and Zeiss 1.5-6
power scope. The action has set trigger and greened side
safety and is foliate engraved. Metalwork has original blue
thinning at the rear of the barrels and action is finished in
the white. VGC woodwork and includes its letherette case
and a .22 mag cal insert for one of the shotgun barrels. VGExWO&C ALR
423 - SAUER DRILLING
Fine German vintage Drilling. 26” 16g barrels over 11mm
cal rifled barrel (proofed Patr 11,15 and Nitro 16 Crown/U).
The rib with matte texture and sights as well as marked
DREILAEUFER - SYSTEM J.P SAUER & SOHN SUHL.
The makers name is also on the rounded back action lock
plates. Metalwork retains near all blue to the barrels with a
few spots of loss, the action still has traces of case colours
and is borderline engraved. VGC original chequered woodwork with steel butt plate. Contained in a contemporary
case with cartridge barrel inserts for the shotgun barrels.
VGWO&C ALR
424 - GERMAN DRILLING
Vintage hammerless drilling. 28” 16g barrels over ½ length
6mm rifle cal barrel (proof 6, 3mm) most likely damaged
and shortened. The barrel with automatic rear sight and matted rib is marked Walter Dillmun Hamburg and has been
reblued. The round action with Greener side safety is engraved with foliate and Deer wildlife scene. The woodwork

428 - SKK/SKS PARTS LOT
Bag lot containing a five and ten round magazine for SKK/
AK and a drop out mag for SKS. Also included are 8 stripper clips and a muzzle brake. VGC

424

423

425

432

433

434

431 - COLT 1903 PISTOL
Top example of a vintage Colt model 1903 Hammerless
Pocket automatic pistol, circa 1936. 3½” .32 acp cal barrel,
the slide with original sights marked COLT AUTOMATIC
CLAIBRE 32 RIMLESS SMOKELESS as well as Hartford address and Rampant horse logo. Metalwork retains
near all original bright blue. ExC original walnut grips with
Colt medalion. Includes its original 50/50 magazine marked
CAL 32 COLT. This is probably the finest example we have
encountered. ExWO&C CLR
432 - ASTRA PISTOL
Seldom seen factory engraved Spanish Astra model 4000
semi automatic pistol. 3¾” .380 cal barrel with original
sights and marked on top with the Astra logo and address on
the trigger guard. The Nickel plated metalwork retains near
all its finish and is fully engraved. The original grips are a
translucent pearl type, enabling you to count the rounds in
the magazine. Contained in its original blue lined wooden
prsentation case. ExWO&C CLR
433 - COLT OFFICERS REVOLVER
Vintage Colt Officers Model Match double action target revolver, circa late 1960s. 6” .38 special cal barrel with Colt
Hartford address and OFFICERS MODEL MATCH CAL
38 SPECIAL markings. Fitted with original target sights.
Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish. ExC
original chequered Colt medalion grips. One of the finest
double action triggers made. Hard to find a nicer example in
near new ExWO&C B/CLR
434 - S&W MODEL 10 REVOLVER
US model 10/Victory double action revolver. 6”.38 special
cal barrel marked Smith & Wesson, address and cal. Metalwork with most blued finish thinning on the barrel. VGC oil
finish, plain wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

20
435 - MARK VI WEBLEY REVOLVER
British Military WWI Service revolver. 6”.455 cal barrel with ordnance marks etc. The frame with Webley patent mark and 1917 dates. Metalwork has dark patina with
speckle staining. VGC original grip with lanyard ring. Missing mainspring otherwise GWO&C B/CLR

435

436 - S&W 1917 REVOLVER
WWI British Military issue double action revolver. 6½”
.455 cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON etc. The frame
with British ordnance marks. Metalwork has near all original finish with some areas of isolated minor staining. VGC
original chequered grips with lanyard ring at the base.
VGWO&C B/CLR
437 - K98 TRANING RIFLE
Rare German pre war DSM 34 .22rf training rifle based
on the Mauser K98. 26” barrel with original K98 style
sights and marked Kal .22 LANG FUR BUCHEN as well
as Crown/N and Crown/U proofs. The chamber is marked
with the Walther banner and THURINGEN WAFFENFABRIK WALTHER ZELLA-MEHLIS Deautshes Sportmodell.
Metalwork has near all original bright blue with a couple
of small patches missing. ExC original woodwork. Hard to
find better. ExWO&C ALR

445 - PATTERN 1821 SWORD
British Military light cavalry sword. 86cm slightly curved
blade, steel three bar hilt. Wooden grip with wire wrap.
Complete with scabbard missing the throat guard. GC
446 - FRENCH CAVALRY SABRE
French light cavalry sabre model AN.XI, 1800 as used
by the Cheraux Legers Lancies 1811-15 and the mounted
jaegers 1809-12. 84cm curved blade with fullers 7/8 of
the blade which has dark patina. The brass hilt has a three
strand guard and lether srapped grooved handle complete
with steel scabbard. VGC

436

447 - ARTILLERY OFFICERS AMMO POUCH
A rare British Victorian period Artillery Officers cartridge
box and belt. The leather box with twin liner has embossed
artillery cannon and is complete with its black leather and
gilt cross belt. ExWO&C

438

448 - WEBLEY HOLSTER
Original leather flap type holster for the .455 Webley MKVI
revolver. GC

438 - K98 MAUSER RIFLE
WWII German Mauser rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with original sights. The chamber is code marked a r 41 and Waffenamt also on the barrel. Metalwork has near all Russian
capture refinish. VGC laminated stock complete with sling.
VGWO&C ALR

449 - TRAPDOOR CARBINE SCABBARD
A very rear original Rock Island Arsenal Military carbine
boot/scabbard for the Springfield carbine with Buffington
rear sight, circa 1887-1895. Black leather construction with
brass angular plate at the throat. Faint arsenal mark on the
top front face and the straps with inspectors marks. (See
page 39 Packing Iron by Rattenburg.) ExC

439

450 - US MILLS BUCKLE AND BELT
Fourth pattern stamped H style US buckle marked ANSON MILLS. PAT. FEB 1 1881 T.C. ORNDORFF SOLCE
MANF. WORCHESTER MASS U.S.A. Shows age and
staining to the front. Includes webbing cartridge belt with
female end of the buckle and keepers. VGC

439 - CHINESE MAUSER RIFLE
Chinese Military WWII period “Ching Kai - Shek” model
short rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with original sights. Chamber with arsenal bow and arrow crest. Metalwork with grey
to dark patina. GC woodwork with Chinese cartouche.
GWO&C ALR

441

440 - CHINESE MAUSER RIFLE
Chinese Military WWII period “Chang Kai - Shek” model
short rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with original sights. Chamber
with arsenal and 24-9 marks. Metalwork with dark patina
and pin pricking. GC woodwork, also arsenal marked and
with all over handling marks. GWO&C ALR

452 - 7TH CAVALRY BUCKLE AND BELT
Indians wars 7th Cavalry Foragers pressed brass belt buckle,
circa late 19th Century. Buckle marked MILITARY ARMS
EQUIPMENTS ORDNANCE STORES M. HARTLEY CO
313 and 315 BROADWAY NEW YORK N.Y. Kahki webbing belt with shotgun loops dated 1896 has been cut but
complete with female end to the buckle and keepers. VGC

441 - SWEDISH M38 RIFLE
Swedish Model 1896 converted to M1938 specifications
by the Swedish Military. 24” 6.5x55 cal barrel with original sights. Chamber with 1900 date and Mauser Obendorf
markings. The bolt is original straight type. Metalwork has
dark grey stained patina, serial numbers are matching. VGC
original woodwork complete with cleaning rod. GWO&C
ALR
442 - MOSIN NAGANT RIFLE
WWII period Finish capture Soviet M91/30 rifle. 29”
7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights. 1934 date, plus
Tula and Finish SA arsenal marks. Early type hexagonal
receiver. Metalwork with near all blued finish. VGC Finish
wooden stock. VGWO&C ALR

449
446

442

445

443 - US OFFICERS SWORD
Antique Indian wars period, circa 1870s Officers sword.
83cm etched blade with American Eagle Intwined US and
floral motif as well as the makers name HORSTMANN
PHILADELPHIA. The brass guard with three band knuckle
bow has the eagle with 13 state stars. ExC shagreen and wire
grip complete with steel scabbard. ExC
444 - PATTERN 1845 SWORD
British Military Victorian period Infantry General Officers
sword. 83cm blade with flat back and single fuller the blade
is etched with foliate and Victorian Royal Cypher. The ricasso with gilt proved plus for Thirkle make. Brass guard also
with cyper. ExC shagreen grip with wire wrap and sword
knot. Complete with steel scabbard with leather sword belt
with crowned lion fittings. ExC

451 - US MILLS BUCKLE AND BELT
Indian wars fifth pattern H type brass US buckle without
makers marks and shows good age. Complete with webbing
belt with keepers and female end of the buckle. VGC

450, 451 & 452

453

453 - NIXON PERCUSSION PISTOLS
Fine condition cased pair of English Officers pistols by David Nixon of Newark, circa mid 1800’s. 5” approx. Large
.52 cal octagonal browned barrels. Marked NIXON NEWARK and with Birmingham proofs, silver foresights and
captive rammers. The lock plate tang and trigger guards are
foliate engraved. Metalwork has nice dark case colours and
brown to the barrels. ExC one piece walnut stocks with belt
hook and steel mounts extending into pineapple finials and
ebony tips and percussion traps in the butt. Contained in
their original case with reinforced corners and baize lining.
The top marked CHARLES MONEY ESQ 1861. The case
contains flask, mould, cap tin, combination hammer and
rod as well as an oil bottle. ExWO&C NLR Est $12000 $16000
454 - BEAUMOUNT ADAMS REVOLVER
English antique, circa late 1850’s early 1860’s single/ double action percussion revolver. 5½” .54 bore/44 cal octagonal barrel with Birmingham proof marks and side mounted
rammer. The frame with borderline engravings and side
safety is marked ADAMS PATENT. Metalwork has most
bright original charcoal blue and the small parts have dark
patina. VGC chequered one piece walnut grips. Contained
in its original green baize lined case with Robert Adams
trade label and full accessories including bronze mould,
Dixon flask, rod, patch cutter, oil bottle cap and lubricant
tins and more. A very nice complete set. ExCWO&C NLR
Est $5000 - $7000
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455 - WINCHESTER ‘97 SHOTGUN
Vintage US model 1897 Riot shotgun, circa 1924. 20” 12g
barrel with original bead sight, New Haven address 12g and
correct CYL marking for riot gun. The action bar is marked
MODEL 97 - WINCHESTER TRADE - MARK etc. Metalwork has most overall original blue thinning plum on the
barrel and thinning in handling areas. VGC original woodwork with small aged split in the forend. VGWO&C ALR
456 - WINCHESTER ‘87 SHOTGUN
Antique, circa 1888, model 1887 lever action riot shotgun.
20” 10g barrel correctly without markings. The barrel has
no bead sight and has been period shortened. “This was often the case as many guns used by express companies and
guards were merely purchased through retail outlets, rather
than from the factory, and then were cut down” (Page 364
of the Madis Winchester book). The action has the WRA
logo and the underside of the lever is marked with correct
Winchester address and patent information. Metalwork has
mottled original blue on the barrel and magazine, the action has dark patina. VGC original woodwork with original
chequered steel butt plate. VGWO&C ALR
457 - WINCHESTER ‘92 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1897, lever action rifle with scarce 24½”
octagonal/half round barrel in 25-20 cal. The barrel has
original sights and correct Winchester address and caliber
markings. As well as having the rare ½ octagonal barrel it
is also unusual to have the full length magazine tube with
this barrel option. The tang is marked MODEL 1892 - WINCHESTER PAT OCT .14 1884. The metalwork has been
chemically cleaned at some point in the past and has a dark
grey to brown/black all over patina. VGC original woodwork with crescent shape rifle butt stock. A rare configuration and seldom seen for sale. GWO&C ALR
458 - WINCHESTER ‘66 & HENRY AMMO
A very rare 50R packet of Winchester .44 flat rim fire ammunition to suit the Henry or model 1866 rifles. This is the
last of the Winchester boxes, circa 1920s and has the green
and orange labels with only a small nick out of the paper
on the top left and similar to the underside. Packet has been
opened but is in all original and hard to find better condition. For the advanced Winchester or cartridge collector.
ExC ALR
459 - 45 GOVERNMENT RELOADING TOOLS
A desirable antique Winchester bullet mould and reloading
tool to load the rifle or musket. Fith model iron bullet mould
with wooden grips marked 45 GOV. Plus the model 1888
4th issue tool for use with the Berdar cartridge marked 45
GOV 500 GRS PAT SEPT 1880 and Winchester address.
Complete with pin. ExC

464 - FEG HIGHPOWER PISTOL
Hungarian FP-9R copy of the Browning pistol. 4½” 9mm
cal barrel, slide with fixed sights and FEG BUDAPEST
markings. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC
wooden grips. Complete with its shoulder stock with leather
holster and extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

458

464
459

466 - CZ 70 PISTOL
Yugoslavian semi auto pistol. 3¼” .32 ACP cal barrel, slide
marked CRVENA ZASTAVA etc. Metalwork retains near all
original finish. ExC original black plastic grips. Includes its
original leather holster. ExWO&C CLR
467 - WALTHER PI PISTOL
West German Police/Military version of the P38 pistol. 5”
9mm cal barrel with original sights, slide with banner logo
and PI Kal 9mm 4/76 markings. Metalwork with near all
original finish. ExC original black plastic grips. Includes its
black leather holster and extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

457

462 - TWO BULLET MOULDS
Two antique steel scissor moulds. The first marked IMPROVED No 45 and is round ball 44/45 cal and the second
WD mark and approx 16 bore. VGC

468 - S&W 1903 REVOLVER
A fine example of a US 2nd model hand ejector double action revolver, circa 1903-11. 3¼”.32 S&W cal round barrel with Lyman foresight and S&W markings. Metalwork
retains near all original bright blue finish and case colouring
to the hammer and trigger. ExC original hard rubber S&W
logo grips. ExWO&C CLR

465

469 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
Snub nosed double action revolver. 3”.38 S&W cal barrel with WEBLEY & SCOTT markings and proof etc.
Frame with cross bolt safety. Metalwork retains near all
original finish. ExC original Webley marked bakelite grips.
ExWO&C CLR

466

470 - MAUSER 66 RIFLE
Presentation grade sporting rifle. 24” 30.06 cal barrel with
original sights and markings. Fitted with tip off mounts and
Zeiss 4x32 scope. The telescopic breech is relief engraved
with Deer and Boar scenes. Double set trigger and engraved
trigger guard. Metalwork has most blue finish with a few
scratches and a section missing on the underside of the barrel. There is some loss to the gold borderline and detail of
the engraving. VGC woodwork with foliate design chequering. VGWO&C ALR

467

468

460 - 32-20 RELOADING TOOLS
Set of Winchester reloading tools for 32-20 WCF. Fith model iron tool with wooden handles marked 32 WCF plus an
8th model 1882 tool with all correct markings and complete
with pin. ExC
461 - MANTON BULLET MOULD
Bronze 14 bore rifle bullet mould marked MANTON & CO
CALCUTTA. ExC

471 - BRNO MODEL 22 CARBINE
Vintage Czech sporting rifle. 21” 7x57 cal barrel with original sights and Czech markings. The receiver marked with
1949 proof and ZBROJVKA BRNO etc and has integral
scope bases and double set triggers. Metalwork with near all
original blue starting to thin where carried. VGC full wood
Mannlicher style stock with original swivels and butt plate.
VGWO&C ALR

469

470

472 - STEYR SL RIFLE
Austrian sporting rifle, circa 1968. 24”.222 cal barrel with
original sights and hammer forge detailing, Steyr Dainler
marked. Action with double set trigger and fitted with modern Zeiss Terra scope and QR mounts. Metalwork has most
original blue thinning on the high points of the barrel, VGC
original woodwork. Includes its detachable box magazine.
VGWO&C ALR

472
471

463 - TWO PERCUSSION CAP TINS
Two antique percussion cap tins. The first with paper label: METAL LINED MILITARY PERCUSSION CAPS
KYNOCH & TRADE MARK, containing about 30 caps.
The second smaller tin with R WALKER paper label but
with incorrect size caps inside. GC
473
To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.

465 - M48 PISTOL
Hungarian Walam semi auto pistol based on the Walther PP.
4” .380 cal barrel, slide with fixed sights and marked Cal
9mm MADE IN HUNGARY. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC original grips. ExWO&C CLR

473 - ANSCHUTZ 1531 RIFLE
German bolt action model 1531/32 sporting rifle. 23”.222
cal barrel with original iron sights and markings. The receiver with Ulm address and has been milled to fit telescopic
mount blocks. Metalwork retains near all bright blue to the
barrel and the action is turning plum colour. ExC original
walnut stock with swivels. VGWO&C ALR

22
474 - GATLING GUN
Good quality custom built Gatling gun by the late gun collector and engineer Brian Redwood. This large full size gun
has an over all length of just over 1 metre. The gun is in
7.62x39 cal and has six 18” long round white steel barrels
with octagonal section at the muzzle. The frame is in steel
with green enamel finish and brass accents. While not an
exact replica the gun is in the style of the original but the
action is designed to accept its own custom made polymer
cartridge belt. The gun is made to fit a Vickers MG mount
(Note: does not include the mount pictured, this is only for
illustration purposes). The gun includes 5x16R links which
can be joined as one, four spare bolts without springs etc, an
adaptor feeding plate for a traditional style gravity magazine
plus some assorted parts. ExWO&C ALR Est $5000 - $8000
Due to the size and weight of lot 474 it will not be at the
venue, however, it is displayed for viewing at SAI Guns,
553 Great South Road, Penrose, Auckland

475

480

477
476

478

479 - ROLLING BLOCK CARBINE
Good quality Spanish Star brand reproduction of a Remington Rolling block. 20”.357 Magnum caliber blued barrel
with iron sights. Large type frame is case colour hardened
and metalwork retains near all original finish. VGC wooden
stock and forend. ExWO&C ALR
480 - BAIKAL COACH GUN
Modern side by side 12g hammer shotgun. 20” barrel with
cylinder bore choke. Action with double triggers. Metalwork with near all blue. ExC woodwork, in like new
ExWO&C ALR

483

488 - REPRO 51 NAVY REVOLVER
250 Italian Uberti remake of the Colt 1851 Navy percussion
revolver. 7½”.36 cal octagonal barrel. Metalwork with most
blue and case colours. VGC grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
490

479

485

489 - REPRO REMINGTON PISTOL
250 Italian remake of the New model arms percussion revolver. 8”.44 cal octagonal barrel. Metalwork with nearly all
blue, VGC wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
490 - MKII STEN GUN
A modern built Sten S.M.G from a mixture of original and
newly made parts. 8” 9mm barrel, receiver with sights and
T type stock. Near all matte black finish, includes two magazines and original sling. VGWO&C
491 - PM 63 MACHINE PISTOL
6” 9mm Makarov barrel with muzzle guard. Slide with original sights and marked with Polish Radom 11 arsenal mark
and 1970. Metalwork has near all original blue finish. ExC
plastic grip and folding forend, includes it 20 shot magazine, holster and sling. ExWO&C CLR

486

492 - SCORPION MACHINE PISTOL
Czech M61 S.M.G. 4½”.32 acp cal barrel. Receiver with
original sights, she 64 arsenal mark and three postion selector. Metalwork with near all blued finish. Wire top folding
stock and bakelite grips. Includes its 10 shot magazine. VGExWO&C CLR

488

491

493 - CZ 26 S.M.G
Czech made submachine gun. 11” 7.62 TOK cal barrel, receiver with original sights. Metalwork has near all arsenal
enamel finish. VGC brown resin grips, steel folding stock
and includes original magazine. ExWO&C CLR
492

481 - JOHN WAYNE AMMO
Three 20R packets of Winchester 32-40 cal John Wayne
series ammo, circa early 1980s. The packet pictures John
Wayne and the head stamp is DUKE. VGC ALR
482 - 38-55 AMMO
Three 20R packets of scarce Winchester 38-55 255gr SP
ammo. ExC ALR

486 - PARA P16 PISTOL
Para ordnance P16 LTD 1911 pistol. 5” .40 S&W cal barrel,
slide with adjustable rear sight. Missing front sight. Metalwork with two tone black and stainless finish. Some discolourant to the right hand side safety. VGC original grips.
Includes magazines. VGWO&C B/CLR
487 - GLOCK 23 PISTOL
Austrian semi automatic Glock pistol Gen 2. 4” barrel in .40
calibre. Metalwork retains most original finish with some
scratching on right hand side. Polymer frame in VGC. Includes one original 13R magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

477 - REPRO HENRY RIFLE
Good quality Navy Arms reproduction of the Henry lever
action rifle. 24” 44-40 cal octagonal barrel with correct
sights. The metalwork has most blue with a nice aged patina
in areas. The brass frame is also starting to age up. ExC
wooden butt with brass plate. VGWO&C ALR
478 - REPRO SHARPS RIFLE
Italian Armi Sport reproduction of a US Sharps percussion
capping breech loading rifle. 25” octagonal .54 cal barrel
with sights and near all bright blue. The action with set trigger retains bright case colours. ExC chequered woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR

484 - WINCHESTER KNIFE
Vintage US, circa 1989, Winchester two bladed Stockman
knife by US maker Case. Blade marked Winchester. Complete with box. ExC
485 - TANFOGLIO 1911 PISTOL
Italian 1911 Tanfoglio Witness pistol. 5” barrel in .45 auto
caliber. Slide with fixed sights. Extended slide lock and
thumb safety. Skeletonized trigger and hammer. Metalwork
has most original finish with mild scratching and handling
marks. Diamond chequered wood grips with left grip screw
missing. Includes original 7R magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

475 - COLT PAT GARRET REVOLVER
Vintage circa 1968, Colt Law Man series Pat Garnet model
single action Frontier Scout revolver. 4½”.22lr cal barrel
marked with Colt Hartford address and Lawman series - Pat
Garret etc. Metalwork retains near all its original polished
nickel finish to the frame and the barrel. The cylinder, trigger, hammer and ejector shroud retains near all its gold
finish and are without drag marks. ExC original mother of
pearl grips. Contained in its original presentation box with
booklet. Only 3000 of these were made and hard to find better in near perfect condition. ExWO&C B/CLR
476 - CHIEF CRAZY HORSE RIFLE
Winchester commemorative, model 1894, lever action rifle, circa 1983. 24” 38-55 cal round barrel with full length
magazine. Marked with New Haven address, Cheif Crazy
Horse and retains all bright blue also on the lever and hammer. The action is engraved with Crazy Horse scenes and
retains all bright case colour. ExC original woodwork with
traditional Indian nail head design. Includes its original box
with slip cover and paperwork, plus a 20R packet of ammunition. ExWO&C ALR

483 - WWII BOWIE KNIFE
Most likely WWII period British made US private purchase
fighting knife. 8” bowie style blade with rectangular fullers,
brass guard with stacked leather and antler grips with alloy
pommel. VGC

493

494 - VZ 58 RIFLE
15” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.
Metalwork arsenal marked she 75 and has near all enamal
finish. Three position selector (safe, semi, full auto). Steel
folding stock and brown composite grip and forend. Includes 3x30 shot mags and cleaning kit. ExWO&C CLR

494

23
505 - HOLLIS SHOTGUN
English single barrel shotgun, circa late 19th century. 26”
.410g octagonal to round barrel marked I HOLLIS & SONS
LONDON. Action with thumb side opening lever and traces
of case colours to the trigger guard. The barrel has dull all
over blue. GC chequered woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

The following four firearms were owned and used by Borge
Olsen - who fought in the Danish resistance in WWII
495 - GEWEHR 98 RIFLE
Danish Military target rifle conversion of captured G98 rifle. 30” 8mm cal barrel with original rear sight but missing
the foresight and marked Gevaerfabriken Otterup. Chamber
with Sauer & Sohn 1917 markings etc. Rear fitted with target sight. Original woodwork has been chequered and stock
disc filled and new swivel and butt plate. GWO&C

495

506 - PASTONE SHOTGUN
Antique English side lever single shot shotgun. 24”.410 g
octagonal barrel with iron sights and matted top section with
makers name. Metalwork with dulling original blue, woodwork with repaired crack at the wrist. GWO&C ALR

498

496 - K98 TARGET RIFLE
Danish Military target rifle made from the action of a WWII
captured K98. 28” Heavy 30-06 cal barrel with target sight.
Receiver with Waffen amts, has tap holes in the chamber
and the rear with apperture sight. Sporterised original laminate stock. GWO&C ALR

507 - ROOK RIFLE
Antique Belgian Martini action rook rifle. 26”.320 long octagonal barrel with iron sights and all over blue. VGC chequered woodwork. Also includes 45R of Fiochi ammunition.
GWO&C ALR

497 - KRAG SNIPER RIFLE
Danish model 1889 B/A sniper rifle. 29” barrel with iron
sights. Receiver with 1913 M89 and arsenal marks. The side
magazine has been removed and converted to single shot.
ExC original length woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

497
505

498 - DANISH ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE
Danish Military model 1867 Rolling Block rifle. 35”
11.7x51R cal barrel. The sights have been changed to a target style. The receiver has tap holes in the side and the tang
has the bottom sectionr of a tang sight. ExC original woodwork. GWO&C ALR

509 - LIEGE 410 SHOTGUN
Belgian Liege Arms Co bolt action shotgun. 29”.410 cal
octagonal to round barrel. Metalwork with dark patina. GC
woodwork. GWO&C ALR
500

499 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German WWI LP08 pistol. 7½” 9mm cal barrel
with original sights serial number, proof mark and 1917 date
over the chamber. The side has all correct proof marks and
the toggle is marked DWM. Metalwork retains nearly all
original blue and the small parts have faint case colours. All
visible serial numbers are matching except the magazine
which is the correct WWI type with near all nickel finish.
ExC original grips with a few minor handling marks. Hard
to find a better example. ExWO&C B/CLR
500 - SWISS LUGER PISTOL
Very rare Swiss 1906 Commercial Luger pistol. 4¾” .30
Luger cal barrel with original saw tooth sight and marked
with German BUG commercial proof and full serial number which is also matching on the front of the frame and
on the last two digits on the side plate and take down lever.
The chamber is marked with the Swiss Cross in sunburst
and Crown/B & U proofs, the toggle marked DWM. Frame
with grip safety and correct thumb safety. Metalwork retains
nearly all original bright blue and straw colours with som
staining.. ExC original wooden grips and correct original
magazine. Less than 1000 of this model were made and this
one is a great example. ExWO&C B/CLR
501 - THOMPSON L DRUM MAGAZINE
Excellent example of an original WWII period Military issue 50R magazine for the 1928 S.M.G. Marked with auto
ordnance address, loading instruction etc and U for Union
Stamping Company (WWII contract maker). Near all original parkerised finish. ExC
502 - K98 BAYONET
WWII German bayonet. 25cm blade with thinning blue finish and 41 cof mark and serial number on steel. VGC bakelite grips, steel scabbard with some rust staining and matching serial number. VGC
503 - L4A1 MAGAZINE
30 shot 308 magazine to suit the L4/L1A1/2 firearms, near
all black enamel finish. ExC

508 - FLOBERT RIFLE
Husqvarna Rolling Block, 21” 6mm Flobert cal octagonal
barrel marked HUSQVARNA and with most all blue finish.
VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

510 - GARDEN GUN
Bolt action Flobert Garden gun. 23” 9mm GG cal barrel
with German proofs and dark patina turning grey on the action. GC woodwork with repair on the underside, plus 50R
of Fiochi ammo. GWO&C ALR
511 - FLOBERT RIFLES
Single shot Belgian rifle. 23½” Octagonal 6mm folbert barrel with Warrant type action. Metalwork with all over speckling and dark patina. GC woodwork, plus a similar firearm
missing the breech block, hammer and trigger. GWO&C
ALR

507

512

508

509

513

514

504 - SCORPION MAGAZINES
Two 20 shot .32 acp magazines and leather pouch for the
VZ61 machine pistol. ExC
515

512 - SPANISH BLUNDERBUSS
Antique Spanish Miquelet Blunderbuss, circa late 1600s
with 19th Century conversion to percussion. 12” Octagonal steel barrel flaring at the muzzle. The Miquelet lock has
hard to read makers name under the main spring and has
lion head cock and percussion cap conversion. Metalwork
with cleaned grey patina. Woodwork has period clam shell
cap box and an aged crack in front of the lock. Seldom seen
unusual piece. FWO&C NLR
513 - RIGBY FLINTLOCK
Antique Irish Flintlock pistol, circa 1830. 5” .69 cal/14 bore
approx round barrel with flat top marked DUBLIN. The
lock plate is marked RIGBY and has roller frizzer and ring
neck cock. Metalwork with dark original patina. GC one
piece full length stock with brass fittings. VGWO&C NLR
514 - FLINTLOCK MUFF PISTOL
Anitque English muff pistol by Smith, circa 1813-1820s. 1
¼”.54 bore cal turn off round barrel engraved at the muzzle and Birmingham proof markeds on the underside. The
bronze box lock action with concealed trigger and half cock
safety is marked SMITH LONDON and foliate engraved.
Metalwork has nice untouched aged patina. VGC finely
chequered one piece grip flared at the base with bronze ring
and escucheons. Action is strong. VGWO&C NLR
515 - REEVES & GREAVES PISTOL
Antique, mid 19th Century, English double barrel percussion Military pistol. 7.9” .69 cal/14 bore approx barrels with
central rib. The back action lock plates with half cock safeties are boarderline and foliate engraved as well as marked
REEVES GREAVES & CO. Metalwork has dark overall
patina. The one piece wooden stock with steel mounts and
capture ram rod has all over handling dings. GWO&C NLR

24
516 - LARGE DOUBLE PINFIRE PISTOL
Antique, circa 1850s, large 15mm pinfire cal double barrel
pistol. 5¼” Octagonal barrels. The box lock action with concealed triggers and diamond pattern engraving. Metalwork
has cleaned grey patina with areas of pitting on the barrel
and worn original grips. The large 15mm cal examples are
seldom seen. GWO&C NLR
517 - DOUBLE PINFIRE PISTOL
Antique double barrel pinfire pistol. 3¾” 9mm pinfire cal
barrels with Birmingham proof marks. The frame marked
E1 and foliate engraved. Metalwork has some pin pricking
and dark grey patina, repair to the one piece grip. GWO&C
NLR
518 - SCENT PISTOL
Miniture pinfire 2mm cal scent/charm pistol. Overall length
only 4cm. Includes cartridges and loading tool in case.
ExWO&C NLR

516

517

520 - WALTHER GSP PISTOL
German .32 S&W L cal target pistol. 4” Slab sided barrels
with original sights. Metalwork with near all nickel finish.
ExC right hand target grip. VGOW&C B/CLR

531 - BSA RAYLOCH RIFLE
Collectable British semi automatic .22lr cal rifle. 23½”
barrel with original sights. Receiver with BSA markings.
Metalwork with mild pin pricking and stains but has most
blue. VGC woodwork with tubular magazine in the butt.
GWO&C ALR

518
519

532 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE
British single shot Military type rifle. 33” .577/450 cal barrel with original sights and bar on band lug. Metalwork has
been heavily cleaned and has all over scratching and no
markings are visible. Woodwork has been heavily cleaned.
P-FWO&C ALR

520

521

519 - PERCUSSION PISTOL
Antique un-named European percussion pistol. 5” .44 cal
round barrel with double crown/U 6.11 proof mark. Metalwork with dark patina, GC wooden grip. GWO&C NLR

533 - WEBLEY MKIII REVOLVER
4” .38 S&W cal barrel marked P WEBLEY & SON LONDON & BIRMINGHAM. Action has most high grade commercial blue. Police or security rack number U45 on right
hand side. VGWO&C B/CLR
534 - WEBLEY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER
Double action only, pocket model revolver. 3” .32 cal octagonal barrel with original sights marked P WEBLEY & SON
LONDON & BIRMINGHAM. Most overall blue with some
scratching. GC plain wood grips most likely replacement.
Action at fault, indexes but doesn’t fire. GC CLR

522
524

521 - MG.2 PISTOL
Italian Matchguns by Cesare Morini ISSF target pistol.
6”.22lr cal barrel with adjustable sights fully adjustable trigger and tube feed magazine. Near all original finish. Right
hand wooden target grip, includes box with extra magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR

535 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
5” .38 S&W cal barrel marked WEBLEY & SCOTT BIRMINGHAM. Metalwork with most blue. Police or Military
rack number AA2190 on the VGC Webley logo grips with
lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

530

522 - RUGER MK1 PISTOL
5” .22 Bull barrel threaded and fitted with silencer and retains original adjustable sights. Near all blue starting to thin.
GC plastic grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

531

536 - GALLERY GUN
Antique European single shot gallery/saloon target pistol.
8” .220 or .22rf octagonal barrel with most blue finish. Action with grey patina. GC wooden grips. GWO&C B/CLR

523 - RUGER MKI PISTOL
5” .22 lr bull barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork
has finish thinning in areas. GC right hand target grips.
GWO&C B/CLR
524 - BERETTA M70 PISTOL
6” .22lr cal barrel with original sights, slide with Beretta
address. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC original
plastic grips. Includes box. ExWO&C B/CLR

541
529

525 - HAMMERLI PISTOL
Swiss model 232 .22 short cal target pistol. 5” blued barrel
with grey all over finish and right hand target grip. GWO&C
B/CLR
526 - THREE GLOCK MAGAZINES
Two 33 9mm aftermarket PW brand magazines and a 17R
original magazine. ExC
527 - 10/22 MAGAZINES
Two Butter Creek brand 25 shot magazines for the Ruger
.22 rifles. GC
528 - PARKER DEWAR RIFLE
Martini action BSA target rifle. 29”.22rf cal heavy barrel
with matted top and target sights fitted. Marked AG PARKER DEAR RIFLE BSA etc. Metalwork has most overall
bright blue starting to thin at the muzzle. VGC semi pistol
grip stock. The butt pad needs replacing. VGWO&C ALR

537 - KEA GUN
Spanish single shot .410g pistol. 12½” barrel, metalwork
with dull blue and case colours with areas of speckle staining. GC wooden grips. GWO&C CLR
538 - FRONTIER REVOLVER
Spanish Orbea Hermanos copy of a S&W No3 double action New Frontier revolver. 3¾ .44-40 cal barrel marked on
top with Spanish maker and patent details. Metalwork has
some of its original blue to the frame and barrel. GC original
hard rubber grips. GWO&C CLR

533

539 - M14 RIFLE
Chinese commercial version of the semi auto rifle. 22” .308
cal barrel with original sights. Receiver with scope mount
fitted and marked Outdoor Arms. Near all parkerised finish.
ExC wooden stock, includes it 5 shot magazine. ExWO&C
ALR

534

535

540 - NAGANT RIFLE
Soviet WWII M91/30 rifle. 29” 7.62x54R cal barrel with
original sights and chamber with Soviet 1943 date. Metalwork with near all arsenal refinish. GC woodwork with
some chipping. VGWO&C ALR

536

541 - P14 SPORTER RIFLE
26” 303/25 cal barrel, receiver fitted with variable power
scope. Metalwork with near all thinnning blue. VGC commercial sporting stock. VGWO&C ALR

529 - VICKERS MARTINI RIFLE
British single shot Martini action target rifle. 26” .22lr heavy
barrel with target sights and Vickers markings. Most overall
blue thinning in areas. GC target wooden stock. VGWO&C
ALR
528

530 - VICKERS MARTINI RIFLE
British single shot target rifle. 26”.22lr cal barrel with original iron sights and Westminster address. The receiver with
patent information and target sight. Metalwork has some
pitting along the barrel and has near all re blue. VGC woodwork with alloy butt plate. GWO&C ALR

538

537

542 - ROSSI RIFLE
Single shot sporting rifle. 23” .357 mag cal barrel with
sights removed and 4x32 scope fitted. Near all nickle finish,
GC woodwork missing rear swivel. VGWO&C ALR

25
543 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British WWII Military NO5 SMLE rifle. 20” .303 cal barrel with original flash hider and sights. The receiver marked
NO5 MKI ROF (F) 12/44. Metalwork with most overall
original finish. Replacement butt from NO1 MKIII SMLE.
Magazine is cut down and painted gold. FWO&C ALR

555 - MOSSBERG NEW HAVEN RIFLE
Model 250c Mossberg 22 cal rifle. 18” Barrel with original sights. Receiver fitted with Weaver mount and 4 power
scope. Metalwork retains most original blue with mild wear
on barrel. Woodwork is in GC with some handling marks.
Includes original 10R magazine. GWO&C ALR

544

546

544 - K98 MAUSER RIFLE
Pre WWII German Military rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with
original sights. Chamber with 1931 date and 243 Mauser
code mark. Metalwork has been heavily cleaned to grey
patina. Bolt and gun apprear to be matching. Woodwork is a
heavily cleaned laminate type. FWO&C ALR

556 - WINCHESTER 94/22 XTR RIFLE
20” .22lr barrel with original sights. Receiver with Tasco
scope. Metalwork has most original finish starting to thin on
the edges. VGC chequered walnut stocks. VGWO&C ALR

545 - MAUSER TARGET RIFLE
Gewehr 98 by Schultz & Larsen, converted for target use.
28½” 6.5x55 cal heavy barrel. Chamber with Obendorf
Mauser address and 1917 & 1920 dates. Rear fitted with target sights. Most dulling blue, VGC woodwork. VGWO&C
ALR
546 - MAUSER 96 SPORTER
Stigar Swedish Mauser 1896 Sporter rifle. 24” 6.5x55 cal
barrel action with side mount. Nickel scope, most thinning
blue. VGC sporting stock. VGWO&C ALR

555

558 - WINCHESTER M190 RILFE
US semi auto rifle. 21½” 22lr cal barrel with muzzle break
and full length tube magazine and sights. Receiver with basic scope. Metalwork with near all original blued finish with
some scratches. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
545

547 - COLT WOODSMAN PISTOL
6½” .22lr barrel with fixed sights. Metalwork with scattered
areas of pitting and thinning blue. Worn original grips. Includes two extra barrels, one without chamber formed in
GC. FWO&C B/CLR

559 - WINCHESTER MODEL 77 RIFLE
Semi automatic 22 cal rifle. 21” barrel with adjustable open
sights. Tube fed magazine. Metalwork has most original
blue with mild staining. Woodwork has mild wear and handling marks. VGWO&C ALR

547

560 - WINCHESTER M62 RIFLE
23” .22lr cal barrel with ¾ magazine, original sights and
markings. Metalwork with dark patina, aged repair in butt.
FWO&C ALR

548 - S&W MODEL 67 REVOLVER
Stainless Smith & Wesson model 67-1 revolver. 4” Barrel
with original adjustable sights. Metalwork in VGC. Fitted
with chequered rubber grips. The pistol is missing the mainspring. VGC B/CLR
549 - CZ75 PISTOL
4½” 9mm barrel, fixed sights and 1986 date on slide. Metalwork shows heavy wear marks. GC original plastic grips.
FWO&C B/CLR

561 - H&R HANDY RIFLE
Model SB2 ultra single shot .22-250 cal rifle. 22” heavy barrel with out sights and fitted with Tasco scope. Near all blue.
VGC wooden stock. VGWO&C ALR

548

562 - 870 SHOTGUN
Copy of 870 pump action shotgun. 12g with 18” barrel and
cylinder bore. Ghost ring rear sight and white dot front.
VGC synthetic stocks and metal work. ExWO&C ALR

550 - H&R PISTOL
US Harrington & Richarson Arms Co self loading model
semi auto pistol, circa 1916. 3½” .32 acp cal barrel, the slide
is marked H&R SELF LOADING CALIBER 32 and early 3
digit serial number as well as patent information. Metalwork
has grey patina to the slide with thin blue to the barrel and
most blue to the grip straps. VGC hard rubber H&R logo
chequered grips. GWO&C CLR

549
553

551 - WEBLEY RIC REVOLVER
Ex Bank of New South Wales double action revolver. 2½”
.450 cal barrel. Frame with Webley Model 83 logo. Metalwork with dark patina, worn grips marked B.NSW. Firing
pin cut and double action return at fault. GC CLR

556
550

552 - BLANCH REVOLVER
English antique double action hinged frame revolver. 3
¼” .450 cal marked T BLANCH & SONS LONDON and
S&W type hinge. Traces of blue finish, VGC original grips.
GWO&C CLR

557

553 - HAMILTON RIFLE
Unusual Takedown and single shot .22 rifle. 16½” barrel
with original sights and steel skeleton stock. Near all finish.
VGC ALR

558

551

554 - UNIQUE X51 RIFLE
French semi auto rifle. 23”.22lr cal barrel threaded for a
silencer and sights removed. Receiver fitted with 4 power
scope. Metalwork has an area of speckle staining on the
barrel and thinning in area on the action GC woodwork.
GWO&C ALR

559

560

552
554

557 - WINCHESTER 320 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1970’s, US bolt action sporting rifle. 22”
.22lr barrel with original sights and Winchester markings.
Receiver grooved for scope. Metalwork retains near all
original bright blue. ExC woodwork. In hard to find better
ExWO&C ALR
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